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We study three topics in mathematical physics on fractal domains which are based on the
Sierpinski carpet and its higher-dimensional analogs. First, we rigorously investigate the
thermodynamics of the ideal massive and massless Bose gas, from which quantitative
results about Bose-Einstein condensation, blackbody radiation, and the (zero- and finite-
temperature) Casimir eect are obtained. Second, we prove the subsequential Mosco
convergence of discrete Dirichlet forms on Sierpinski carpet graphs, and from there
deduce the convergence of the discrete Green forms. Last but not least, we enumerate
a collection of periodic billiard orbits in a planar self-similar Sierpinski carpet billiard
table, which paves the way for future studies of billiard dynamics on fractal billiards.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This thesis consists of three topics in mathematical physics on fractal domains. The
first topic focuses on the Bose gas, which is a familiar object in the study of quan-
tum statistical mechanics. The second topic, which is slightly more technical, clarifies
the mode of convergence of discrete resolvents on approximating fractal graphs to the
continuum resolvent on the limiting fractal set. The third topic concerns the study of
periodic billiard trajectories in planar fractal billiard tables. The novelty here is that the
underlying geometry is a fractal, which, in our setting, possesses self-similarity but not
translational invariance. As such the “conventional” notions of mathematical physics on
Euclidean spaces need not immediately carry over to the fractal setting.
One of the distinguishing features of fractal spaces from smooth manifolds is that
diusion on the former is anomalous (more precisely, subdiusive). This is because,
intuitively speaking, the distribution of obstacles across all length scales impede the
motion of the diusing particle inside the fractal. This has important consequences for
the underlying calculus, as the Laplacian—the infinitesimal generator of diusion—
does not behave as a second-order dierential operator. Understanding the properties of
the Laplacian, such as heat kernels and spectral asymptotics, is the mission behind the
analysis on fractals project.
Analysis on fractals has its roots in the study of random walk in porous media during
the early 80s (the ”ant in the labyrinth” problem of de Gennes). As a way to obtain a first
approximation, mathematical physicists proposed to study the same problem on deter-
ministic self-similar fractals, and worked on identifying the scaling limit. Probabilists
followed up with a rigorous construction of Brownian motion on the Sierpinski gasket
(SG) [9], and later, the Sierpinski carpet (SC) [3,51]. In the 90s, Kigami made an impor-
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tant breakthrough in building a purely analytic theory of calculus on post-critically finite
(PCF) fractals (the Sierpinski gasket being the prime example), the details of which are
described in the monograph [45].
Unlike Euclidean space or a smooth manifold, a fractal space has the following
distinguishing properties:
 Typically it has a non-integer Hausdor dimension dh with respect to the Eu-
clidean metric.
 It supports a diusion (Brownian motion) which has anomalous subdiusive space-
time scaling: (time) / (distance)dw for some walk dimension dw > 2, whereas Brownian
motion on manifolds satisfies (time) / (distance)2.
 As a result, the Laplacian on fractal spaces (defined as the infinitesimal generator
of the Brownian motion) satisfies a Weyl asymptotic formula with eective dimension
ds = 2(dh=dw), called the spectral dimension. Equivalently, the heat kernel pt(x; y)
scales with t ds=2 asymptotically in the short-time limit t # 0.
As a mathematical physicist, I’m interested in how this irregular geometry aects
the behavior of not just one particle, but many particles. The study of their collective
behavior belongs to the realm of statistical mechanics. Roughly speaking, there are two
classes of such problems: those associated with discrete spin space, such as percolation
and ferromagnetic Ising model; and those with continuous spin space. In both classes,
depending on the dimensionality of the space being considered, the model may exhibit
dierent thermodynamic behaviors. (For example, does a nontrivial phase transition
exist?) The main novelty on fractal spaces is that the relevant dimensions for the two
classes are dierent—isoperimetric dimension for the former, and spectral dimension
for the latter—and neither is equal to the Hausdor dimension in general.
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The bulk of this thesis focuses on models with continuous spin space, which has
the spectral dimension as the relevant dimension. For concreteness, we will use the
two-dimensional Sierpinski carpet and its higher-dimensional analogs as our model ge-
ometry. It is hoped that the techniques used to prove the results stated in this thesis can
be extended to treat random geometries, such as percolation clusters and random trees.
1.1 Synopsis of topics covered
This thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 is devoted to a mathematically rigorous investigation into the equilibrium
thermodynamics of massless and massive Bose gas confined in generalized Sierpinski
carpets (abbreviated GSCs). Due to the anomalous walk dimension dw > 2 associated
with Brownian motion on GSCs, all extensive thermodynamic quantities are shown to
scale with the spectral volume with dimension ds = 2(dh=dw) rather than the Hausdor
volume. We prove that for a low-temperature, high-density ideal massive Bose gas
in an unbounded GSC, Bose-Einstein condensation occurs if and only if ds > 2, or
equivalently, if the Brownian motion on the GSC is transient. We also derive explicit
expressions for the energy of blackbody radiation in a GSC, as well as the Casimir
pressure on the parallel plate of a fractal waveguide modelled after a GSC. Our proofs
involve extensive use of the spectral zeta function, obtained via a sharp estimate of the
heat kernel trace. We believe that our results can be verified through photonic and cold
atomic experiments on fractal structures.
Chapter 3 gives a careful treatment of the convergence of discrete (graphical) Green
forms to the continuum Green form on generalized Sierpinski carpets. To establish this
result, we shall prove that there exists a subsequence such that the discrete Dirichlet
3
forms converge in the sense of Mosco. Furthermore, it will be shown that every Mosco
limit point can be extended to a regular Dirichlet form, which is comparable to some lo-
cal regular Dirichlet form that generates diusion on the carpet. The results help clarify
the precise manner in which the eigenvalues of the discrete Laplacians converge to that
of the continuum Laplacian, and also establish a firm ground for studying Gaussian free
fields on Sierpinski carpet graphs.
Chapter 4 focuses on the identification of billiard trajectories, viz. a collection of
periodic billiard orbits, in a planar, self-similar Sierpinski carpet billiard table 
(S a).
Based on our refinement of the result of Durand-Cartagena and Tyson regarding non-
trivial line segments in S a, we construct what is called an eventually constant sequence
of compatible periodic orbits of prefractal Sierpinski carpet billiard tables 
(S a;n). The
trivial limit of this sequence then constitutes a periodic orbit of 
(S a). We also deter-
mine the corresponding translation surface S(S a;n) for each prefractal table 
(S a;n), and
show that the genera fgng1n=0 of a sequence of translation surfaces fS(S a;n)g1n=0 increase
without bound. Various open questions and possible directions for future research are
oered.
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CHAPTER 2
STATISTICAL MECHANICS OF BOSE GAS IN SIERPINSKI CARPETS
The contents of this chapter are drawn from the preprint [17].
2.1 Introduction
This chapter is devoted to the study of the thermodynamics of quantum gases in fractal
spaces. It was long recognized, by H. Lorentz and H. Weyl [80], that a deep connec-
tion exists between the thermodynamic properties of quantum gases and the underlying
spectral geometry. One can probe the asymptotic behavior of elliptic linear dierential
operators in a given space by measuring the energy or pressure of a quantum gas in the
said space. Since then much of this work has been done on Euclidean spaces. Here we
wish to address the following question:
How does the fractal geometry aect the laws of quantum many-body physics? Con-
versely, what information about the fractal geometry can we obtain using probes made
of quantum particles?
Below are some specific examples which are familiar to students of quantum and
statistical physics, and which have wide ramifications in condensed matter physics and
quantum field theory.
 Does Bose-Einstein condensation of atomic gas occur in non-integer dimension?
If so, what dimension is it? And what is the critical density for condensation?
 What is the analog of the Stefan-Boltzmann law for blackbody radiation when the
blackbody itself is a fractal?
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 At zero temperature, what is the Casimir pressure produced by vacuum fluctua-
tions inside a fractal?
We will answer all three questions in the case where the fractal is a generalized
Sierpinski carpet (GSC), whose representatives are the standard two-dimensional Sier-
pinski carpet and the three-dimensional Menger sponge (Fig. 2.1). These fractals have
connected interior, are highly symmetric, and most of all, are infinitely ramified, which
makes the analysis dicult. Conventional analytic tools, such as Fourier transform or
spectral decimation, no longer apply. Essentially all the rigorous results known today
originate from the study of Brownian motion. On the other hand, GSCs are embeddable
in Euclidean space and resemble more realistic fractals found in nature. So we believe
that a careful analysis of quantum gases in GSCs is warranted, because it provides us an
avenue of attacking quantum many-body problems on general irregular spaces.
Our exposition is aimed at both physicists and mathematicians. It serves a dual
purpose: to highlight the latest developments from the mathematical analysis on fractals,
which have just begun to percolate through the physics community; and to illustrate how
state-of-the-art potential theoretic results can be applied to answer physically inspired
problems.
Notations. We write C and c for positive constants which may change from line to
line. If a constant has a specific value, then we will add a numeral subscript to indicate
this, e.g. C1. Given two real-valued functions f and g, we say that f is comparable to g
if there exist constants c;C > 0 such that cg(x)  f (x)  Cg(x), denoted by f (x)  g(x)
for short. For any A  Rd and L > 0, we write LA = fx 2 Rd : x=L 2 Ag. Finally, we use
N0 and N to denote, respectively, the set of natural numbers with 0 and without 0.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Examples of generalized Sierpinski carpet. (a) The standard Sierpinski
carpet SC(3; 1), with `F = 3 and mF = 8. (b) The Menger sponge
MS (3; 1), with `F = 3 and mF = 20.
2.1.1 Generalized Sierpinski carpet
Let F0 := [0; 1]d be the unit cube in Rd, d  2. Fix a length scale factor `F 2 N,
`F  3, and let Sn be the collection of closed cubes of side ` nF with vertices in ` nF Zd.
For A  Rd, let Sn(A) = fS 2 Sn : S  Ag. Denote by 	S the orientation-preserving
ane map which maps F0 to S 2 Sn.
Introduce a decreasing sequence fFngn of closed subsets of F0 as follows. Fix mF 2
N, 1  mF < `dF , and let F1 be the union of mF distinct elements of S1(F0). In other
words, we construct F1 by retaining mF of the cells of length ` 1F , and removing the rest.
We will refer to mF as the mass scale factor. Then by iteration we let
Fn+1 =
[
S2Sn(Fn)
	S (F1) =
[
S2S1(F1)
	S (Fn) ; n  1:
This iterated function system of contractions f	S g has a unique fixed point F = T1n=0 Fn.
By standard arguments, the Hausdor dimension of F is dh(F) = logmF= log lF .
Definition 2.1.1. We say that F is a generalized Sierpinski carpet (GSC) if the following
conditions on F1 hold:
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(H1) (Symmetry) F1 is preserved under the isometries of the unit cube.
(H2) (Connectedness) Int(F1) is connected, and contains a path connecting the hyper-
planes fx1 = 0g and fx1 = 1g.
(H3) (Non-diagonality) Let m  1 and B be a cube of side length 2` mF , which is the
union of 2d distinct elements of Sm. Then if Int(F1 \ B) , ;, it is connected.
(H4) (Borders included) F1 contains the segment fx 2 Rd : x1 2 [0; 1]; x2 =    = xd =
0g.
We will denote by @F the boundary of F, and by @oF = @([0; 1]d) \ @F the outer
boundary.
In order to discuss the thermodynamic limit we need to consider unbounded versions
of GSC. For each GSC F, we call F˜ :=
S1
n=0 l
n
FFn the corresponding pre-carpet, and
F1 :=
S1
n=0 l
n
FF the unbounded carpet. Plainly speaking, the former is the infinite
”blow-up” of the fractal, whereas the latter has both ”blow-up” and ”blow-down.” Our
focus will be on the unbounded carpet, where sharp results can be stated, though we
believe many of them carry over to the pre-carpet modulo minor modifications.
Throughout the thesis,  denotes the self-similar Borel probability measure on F
which assigns mass m nF to each 	S (F), S 2 Sn. Likewise, 1 denotes the -finite
self-similar measure on F1 which assigns mass mnF to `
n
FF.
2.1.2 Statement of the problem
Let F be a GSC,  be the self-similar measure on F, and H1 := L2(F; ) be the single-
particle Hilbert space. Given a self-adjoint, bounded-below Hamiltonian operator H :
H1 ! H1, which captures the physics of a certain ideal Bose gas inside F, we wish
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to compute its grand canonical partition function ; at inverse temperature  2 (0;1]
and chemical potential  2 ( 1; inf Spec(H)]:
log; =  TrH1 log

1   e (H )

: (2.1)
Note that (2.1) already takes into account the Bose-Einstein statistics satisfied by the
particles (see Section 2.4).
The Hamiltonian considered in this chapter involves the (nonnegative) Laplacian  
on the measure space (F; ), constructed via either the Barlow-Bass approach (Brownian
motions on the outer approximations) or the Kusuoka-Zhou approach (random walks on
the associated graphs). Up to time change, both Laplacians generate the same (and the
unique) Brownian motion which is invariant under the isometries of the carpet, as [8]
has shown. We will concentrate on the following quantum gases, working in units where
Planck’s constant (~), and either the speed of light or twice the atomic mass, are 1.
 Massive Bose gas (e.g. atoms), where H =   and   inf Spec(H). The associ-
ated scalar field  satisfies the usual Schro¨dinger equation i@t =   .
 Massless Bose gas (e.g. photons), where H = p  and  = 0. Recall that
the massless scalar field  satisfies the wave equation  @tt = ( ) . Since the
Laplacian   is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator, it has a unique square root
p . Thus we may take the formal square root of the wave equation to obtain
a 1st-order-in-time PDE i@t =
p  , which is equivalent to a Schro¨dinger
equation i@t = H with H =
p .
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2.1.3 Methodology
An immediate obstacle to a rigorous thermodynamic calculation on GSCs is the lack
of knowledge about the exact spectrum of the Laplacian. In fact, even the eigenvalue
counting function (or the integrated density of states in physics parlance) in its optimal
form cannot be proved (see Remark 2.2.3). Fortunately, many eorts which went into
studying the short-time asymptotics of the heat kernel on GSC have produced sharp
enough estimates, to the point that we can show that the corresponding spectral zeta
function (s; ) = TrH1(  + ) s admits a meromorphic extension (Section 2.3). This
zeta function is then used eectively in computing the thermodynamic partition func-
tion, among other things.
We stress that the zeta function technology used on fractals applies equally well to
Euclidean domains, manifolds, and graphs, and a fortiori produces the usual results on
Rd or Zd. Furthermore, it unifies the treatments of massless and massive Bose gases:
see [46] for a nice exposition in the Rd case.
2.1.4 Main results
Below is a summary of the major results on the thermodynamics of massive and mass-
less Bose gases in Sierpinski carpets. All terminology will be explained in subsequent
sections.
 Bose-Einstein condensation (Section 2.5). For a low-temperature, high-density
ideal massive Bose gas in an unbounded GSC F1, Bose-Einstein condensation
occurs at positive temperature if and only if the spectral dimension of the car-
pet ds(F1) > 2. In this case, whenever the Bose gas density exceeds c() :=
10
C1(F1)
(4)ds=2 

ds
2

, where C1(F1)  1 is a constant depending on F1 (see Proposi-
tion 2.5.3), then any excess density must condense in the lowest eigenfunction of
the Laplacian. See Theorems 2.5.4 and 2.5.8.
 Blackbody radiation (Section 2.6). Let F be a GSC. At inverse temperature , the
energy per unit spectral volume of photons inside LF is
E(; L) =  (ds(F)+1)H1

  log


2L

+ o(1) as L! 1;
where H1 is a periodic function of period 12dw(F) log lF given in Proposition 2.6.3,
and dw(F) is the walk dimension of the carpet.
 Casimir eect (Section 2.7). Consider a waveguide 
a;b = aF  [0; b] modelled
after a 2-dimensional GSC F, and impose Dirichlet conditions on the outer bound-
ary. If one places a pair of parallel plates at aF  f0g and aF  fbg, respectively,
then the zero-temperature Casimir pressure on each plate is given by
PCas(a; b) = b (ds(
)+1)H2
 
  log
 
b
a
!!
+ o(1) as a! 1;
where ds(
) = ds(F) + 1 is the spectral dimension of the waveguide 
a;b, and H2
is a periodic function of period 12dw(F) log lF given in Proposition 2.7.2.
These are to be compared with the classical ”textbook” results in Euclidean space:
 For a low-temperature, high-density ideal massive Bose gas in Rd or Zd, Bose-
Einstein condensation occurs at positive temperature if and only if d  3. In
this case, whenever the Bose gas density exceeds c() := 1(4)d=2 

d
2

, any excess
density must condense in the lowest eigenfunction of the Laplacian.
 At inverse temperature , the energy per unit Euclidean volume of photons in a
cube [0; L]d is
E(; L) = 1
d+1
d
(d+1)=2
 
 
d + 1
2
!
(d + 1) + o(1) as L! 1:
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When d = 3 we recover the familiar ”T 4 law,” E(; L) = 2=(304) + o(1).
 Consider the rectangular waveguide [0; a]2  [0; b] with Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions, with [0; a]2  f0g and [0; a]2  fbg being the two parallel plates. Then the
zero-temperature Casimir pressure on each plate is given by
PCas(a; b) =   
2
240b4
+ o(1) as a! 1:
While our results are stated for true fractals, we believe that many of these behaviors
can already be seen on finite-level approximations of the fractal, as indicated by our nu-
merical work on the spectrum of the Laplacian [10, 19]. It would therefore be edifying
if experimentalists can take on the challenge of constructing fractal-based quantum sys-
tems using, e.g. metamaterials, optical lattices, or superconducting qubits (for instance
the proposal by [78]), and testing our results.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we recapitulate several recently
established results from the analysis on GSCs, namely the uniqueness of Brownian mo-
tion and the estimate of the heat kernel trace. In Section 2.3 we introduce the spectral
zeta function on GSCs, show that it admits a meromorphic extension to C, and give
its poles and residues. After recalling the rudiments of quantum statistical mechanics
in Section 2.4, we then present our thermodynamic computations of the massive and
massless Bose gases in Sections 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7. We conclude with Section 2.8 by dis-
cussing a special case of interacting Bose gas on Sierpinski carpet graphs, and oering
some open problems.
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2.2 Established results on Sierpinski carpets
2.2.1 Existence and uniqueness of Brownian motion
In this subsection we give a quick account of how the Laplacian on GSC is constructed.
The precise details are highly nontrivial and involve various techniques in potential the-
ory (see e.g. [32] for background): we refer the reader to the original literature. For
the purposes of this chapter, it is enough to recognize the following mathematical facts.
A Laplacian  is in 1-to-1 correspondence with a nonnegative symmetric Markovian
quadratic form, called the Dirichlet form E(u; v) = R u( v), on an appropriate Banach
space. Moreover, the said Laplacian generates a Markov process, which in our setting
is either a simple random walk (on a graph) or a Brownian motion (on a subset of Rd).
The Barlow-Bass construction [3–6]. Let Wnt be a reflecting Brownian motion on
the nth approximating domain Fn of F. In order to produce a Brownian motion on the
fractal F, one has to use the self-similarity of the carpet and take a suitable scaling limit.
Barlow and Bass proved that there exists a family of time-scale factors fangn satisfying
c1
 
FmF
l2F
!n
 an  c2
 
FmF
l2F
!n
; (2.2)
for some c1; c2; F 2 (0;1) independent of n, such that the sequence of sped-up Brown-
ian motions Xnt = W
n
ant on Fn has a subsequential limit. (The role of F will be discussed
in the next subsection.) Any such limit process Xt, which respects the symmetry of F
(henceforth referred to as F-symmetric), is called a Brownian motion on F. We denote
its infinitesimal generator by LBB, the Barlow-Bass Laplacian (with Neumann condi-
tions on @oF).
One can also rephrase the above result in terms of Dirichlet forms. Let n(dx) =
(ldF=mF)
ndx be the Borel probability measure on Fn which assigns equal weight to each
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Figure 2.2: The level-3 graph approximation G3 of the standard Sierpinski carpet
SC(3; 1).
n-th level cell of Fn. (Note that n converges weakly to a probability measure , which is
a constant multiple of the dh(F)-dimensional Hausdor measure, on F.) We introduce
the Dirichlet energy on (Fn; n)
En(u) =
Z
Fn
jru(x)j2 n(dx) (2.3)
for all u 2 L2(Fn; n) such that En(u) < 1, and obtain the corresponding Dirichlet
form by polarization: En(u; v) = 14 [En(u + v)   En(u   v)]. Then the rescaled Dirichlet
energies En(u) := anEn(u) converge in subsequence to
EBB(u) = sup
t>0
1
t
h(1   Tt)u; uiL2(F;); (2.4)
where Tt = etLBB is the semigroup associated with Xt. The corresponding Dirichlet form
is strongly local, regular, conservative, F-symmetric, and self-similar:
EBB(u; v) =
X
S2S 1(F1)
FEBB(u  	S ; v  	S ): (2.5)
The Kusuoka-Zhou construction [51]. Given Fn, let Gn = (Vn; En) be the graph
whose vertices lie at the centers of the cells S 2 Sn(Fn), and whose edges connect
vertices in nearest neighboring cells: see Fig. 2.2. Define the Dirichlet energy to be the
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usual graph energy
En(u) =
X
hxyi2En
[u(x)   u(y)]2
for all continuous functions u; v 2 C(Gn;R), and obtain the Dirichlet form via polar-
ization. By checking a series of geometric conditions for which Poincare´ and Harnack
inequalities hold, Kusuoka and Zhou were able to prove that fnFEngn converges in sub-
sequence to a strongly local, regular, conservative, F-symmetric Dirichlet form EKZ
satisfying the self-similar identity
EKZ(u; v) =
X
S2S 1(F1)
FEKZ(u  	S ; v  	S ): (2.6)
The corresponding Brownian motion has infinitesimal generator LKZ , which we call the
Kusuoka-Zhou Laplacian.
A question which lingered for almost two decades was whether the two constructions
yield the same limiting Laplacian on F. This was settled definitively by Barlow, Bass,
Kumagai & Teplyaev.
Theorem 2.2.1 ([8, Theorem 1.2]). Let F be a GSC equipped with the self-similar mea-
sure . Up to scalar multiples, the set of non-zero, local, regular, conservative, and
F-symmetric Dirichlet forms on (F; ) contains at most one element.
An equivalent statement to Theorem 2.2.1 is that up to deterministic time change,
LBB and LKZ both generate the unique F-symmetric Brownian motion. Henceforth we
will denote this unique Laplacian by .
It should be noted that through extensive numerical computations [CS,BKS], we
can demonstrate that both versions of the Laplacian on finite approximations Fn of F
coincide at the bottom of the spectrum, as Fig. 2.3 shows. Notice that upon removing
the power-law growth from the eigenvalue counting function, the remainder exhibits
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Figure 2.3: Numerical Weyl ratios W(s) = s ds=2N(s) associated with (a) the
Barlow-Bass Laplacian [19] and (b) the Kusuoka-Zhou Laplacian [10]
on approximations F4 and F5 of the standard two-dimensional Sier-
pinski carpet F = SC(3; 1), where N(s) := #f 2 Spec( ) : =1 <
sg is the eigenvalue counting function of the Neumann Laplacian, nor-
malized by the lowest nonzero eigenvalue 1.
logarithmically periodic oscillation, which indicates the fractal nature of the geometry
(see Section 2.2.3 for more details). For large enough n (typically n  3), the first (n 2)
segments of the two spectra, and to a lesser extent the (n   1)th segment, agree very
well. Then deviation creeps in the nth segment: the Barlow-Bass spectrum becomes
more characteristic of the spectrum on [0; 1]d, while the Kusuoka-Zhou spectrum is
truncated due to the finite cardinality mnF of the graph.
So despite our inability to state precise results rigorously on the finite approxima-
tions Fn, we believe strongly that all the asymptotic thermodynamic results presented
in this chapter, which are stated for F but invariably tied to the bottom of the spectrum,
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should be visible on Fn for suciently large n, beginning perhaps from n = 3.
2.2.2 Resistance and heat kernel estimates
The aforementioned coecient F in (2.2) is called the resistance scale factor of the
carpet F. When viewing each Fn as an electrical network, F gives the renormaliza-
tion factor relating the resistance of Fn to that of Fn+1. To this date there is no known
closed form expression for F . The best known bound, obtained by cutting and shorting
resistances, is [6, Proposition 5.1]
l2F
mF
 F  21 d`F : (2.7)
The connection between resistance and Brownian motion is as follows. Let dw(F) =
log(FmF)= log lF be the walk dimension of the carpet: this is the time-to-space scaling
exponent for Brownian motion. For instance, if (A) = infft > 0 : Xt < Ag is the exit time
of a Brownian motion Xt from the set A, then dw is defined through Ex[(B(x; r))]  rdw ,
where Ex is the expectation with respect to the law of Brownian motions started at x.
A crucial point to make here is that while manifolds and Euclidean domains have
dw = 2, fractals have dw > 2, as can be seen through e.g. (2.7). In a nutshell, this
means that Brownian motion proceeds ”more slowly” on fractals, due to the presence of
obstacles at all length scales. One way to see this explicitly is through the heat kernel
pt(x; y), which is the integral kernel of the Markov semigroup Tt = et, or equivalently,
the transition density of Brownian motion. On fractals, regarded as a metric measure
space (F; d; ), the (short-time) heat kernel obeys sub-Gaussian rather than Gaussian
bounds [5]:
pt(x; y)  Ct dh=dw exp
0BBBBBB@ c  d(x; y)dwt
! 1
dw 1
1CCCCCCA ; t 2 (0; 1); x; y 2 F: (2.8)
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The leading power-law term is t dh=dw , as opposed to the t d=2 on d-dimensional Eu-
clidean domains. This observation leads us to introduce the spectral dimension of the
carpet ds(F) := 2dh(F)=dw(F) = 2 logmF= log(FmF). Note that for any GSC in Rd,
1  ds(F) < dh(F) < d.
The spectral dimension is a physically meaningful dimension because it is tied to
the macroscopic behavior of Brownian motion. Recall that a Markov process on an
unbounded state space is said to be recurrent if, with probability one, the process returns
to the origin infinitely many times. Otherwise it is said to be transient, i.e., with positive
probability the process leaves for infinity. Roughly speaking, on a homogeneous space,
ds = 2 is the dimensional threshold above which Brownian motion is transient, and
below which it is recurrent. Brownian motion at ds = 2 is typically also recurrent, but
its behavior is more subtle than the ds < 2 case.
Indeed, for Brownian motion in an unbounded GSC F1, Barlow and Bass showed
that the process is transient (resp. recurrent) if ds(F) > 2 or F < 1 (resp. ds(F) 
2 or F  1) [6, Theorem 8.1]. The same dichotomy holds on the pre-carpet F˜ [6,
Theorem 8.7]. This distinction has important consequences for the thermodynamics of
the massive Bose gas, as we will explain later.
To make comparisons, we mention in passing that all post-critically finite (pcf) frac-
tals (for definition see [45, 74]), e.g. any d-dimensional Sierpinski gasket with d  2,
have F > 1 or ds < 2, and support recurrent Brownian motion. Meanwhile, as an
example of a random fractal, the incipient infinite cluster (IIC) at criticality of bond per-
colation on Zd with d  19, or of spread-out percolation with d > 6, has ds = 4=3, which
was proved recently by [47].
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2.2.3 Sharp estimates of the heat kernel trace
In what follows we call K(t) := Tr(et) =
R
F
pt(x; x)d(x) the heat kernel trace. Since the
Laplacian on GSCs admits an eigenfunction expansion, one can write K(t) =
P1
j=0 e
 t j ,
where f jg are the eigenvalues of  . Equivalently, K(t) represents the probability that
Brownian motion started at any point x returns to the said point x at time t.
Using (2.8) we can already deduce that on GSC, K(t)  t dh=dw for small t. This
estimate is typically enough on simple spaces, but on deterministic self-similar fractals
there is logarithmically periodic modulation on top of the power-law dependence in t,
which is attributed to the discrete scale invariance of the space. Indeed, using renewal
theorem type arguments, Hambly and Kajino separately proved the following short-time
asymptotics of the heat kernel trace.
Theorem 2.2.2 ([36,42]). Let F be a GSC,  be the self-similar measure on F, and  be
the Laplacian on (F; ) associated with either Dirichlet or Neumann condition on @oF.
Then
K(t) = t dh=dw

G(  log t) + o(1) as t # 0; (2.9)
where G is log(FmF)-periodic, and is bounded away from 0 and1.
Remark 2.2.3. Let N(s) := #f < s :  2 Spec( )g be the eigenvalue counting
function (or the integrated density of states) of the Laplacian. Then K(t) =
R 1
0
e tsdN(s),
i.e., K() is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of N(). Using the estimate K(t)  t ds=2 one
easily obtains the Weyl asymptotics N(s)  sds=2 for large s.
In view of (2.9), it is tempting to go a step further and claim that
N(s) = sds=2

h(log s) + o(1)

as s! 1; (2.10)
where h is log(FmF)-periodic and is bounded away from 0 and 1. There is
much numerical evidence that (2.10) holds on two-dimensional and three-dimensional
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GSCs [12, CS, BKS], as Figure 2.3 demonstrates. Indeed, if (2.10) is true, then (2.9)
follows immediately. However, as pointed out in [36, Section 4.2] and [42, Section 9],
the inverse Laplace-Stieltjes transform involves sophisticated Tauberian theorems which
are very dicult to prove. This explains why we have elevated the role of the heat kernel
trace over that of the (integrated) density of states.
More recently, Kajino [43] proved a sharper estimate of the heat kernel trace than
(2.9) by exploiting the full symmetry of the GSC and its boundaries.
Theorem 2.2.4. Let F be a GSC,  be the self-similar measure on F, and  be the Lapla-
cian on (F; ) with Dirichlet conditions on @oF. Then there exist continuous, log(FmF)-
periodic functions Gk : R! R for k = 0; 1;    ; d such that
K(t) =
dX
k=0
t dk=dwGk(  log t) + O

exp

 ct  1dw 1

as t # 0: (2.11)
Here dk := dh(F \ fx1 =    xk = 0g). Moreover G0 > 0 and G1 < 0.
Remark 2.2.5. In [43] it is also proved that the same estimate holds on GSCs with
Neumann conditions on @oF, whereby G1 > 0.
As the Gk are periodic, we can expand them in Fourier series: Gk(x) =P
p2Z Gˆk;pe2pix= logR, where R := FmF = dw(F) log lF . We should note that very lit-
tle is known about the functions Gk, except for the signs of G0 and G1. There is strong
numerical evidence thatG0 is nonconstant, with (maxG0 minG0)=Gˆ0;0 typically on the
order of 10 2 for GSCs in R2 or R3 [CS]; but this has not been rigorously established.
We point out three important features of the estimate (2.11) which are crucial to our
thermodynamic computations in the sequel:
1. The polynomial terms all have nonpositive exponents ( dk=dw)k, where dk is the
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Hausdor dimension of the codimension-k outer boundary of F. In particular,
d0 = dh(F), d1 = dh(@oF), dd 1 = 1, and dd = 0.
2. Since theGk are real-valued bounded functions, we have Gˆk;p = Gˆk; p, and jGˆk;pj 
1
2
R logR
0
jGk(x)jdx  C < 1 for all p 2 Z.
3. The remainder term decays exponentially in t, which is better than the power-law
decay in the estimate (2.9).
The first two features guarantee that the thermodynamic quantities (energy, pressure,
etc.) associated with GSCs will be finite and meaningful. The last feature, which is the
most important of all, enables us to carry out the Casimir energy calculation unambigu-
ously and without making any ad hoc regularization.
Now recall that the heat kernel trace on Riemannian manifolds M  Rd has the
short-time asymptotics
K(t) =
Vol(M)
(4t)d=2
+ O

t (d 1)=2

as t # 0: (2.12)
Going back to (2.11), it is easy to check that if F is a GSC, then the heat kernel trace
for LF (L > 0) is given by K(L 2t) = LdsG0(  log(L 2t))t ds=2 + lower order terms as
t # 0. Comparing this against (2.12), we see that LF has an eective spectral volume
of C2Lds(4)ds=2, where C2  G0. In fact, we can use Cesa`ro averaging to define more
precisely the spectral content of a GSC, in the same manner that the Minkowski content
of a fractal string is defined [56]. This definition also appeared in [1].
Definition 2.2.6. Let F be a GSC. Then we define the spectral volume of LF (L > 0) to
be
Vs(LF) := Lds(4)ds=2 lim
n!1
1
n logR
Z 1
R n
G0(  log t)dtt = (4)
ds=2Gˆ0;0Lds : (2.13)
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We emphasize that the anomalous walk dimension dw > 2 of the GSC results in its
spectral volume being distinct from its Hausdor volume. As will be made clear in later
sections, all ”extensive” thermal observables (e.g. energy, particle number) scale with
the spectral volume, not the Hausdor volume.
Moreover we denote dk;p := 2

dk
dw
+
2pi
logR

. These are the complex dimensions of the
GSC in the sense of M. Lapidus [56], which reflect both the various spectral contents
(via the real part of dk;p) and the discrete scale invariance of the fractal (via the imaginary
part). Using this notation, (2.11) can be rewritten as
K(t) =
dX
k=0
X
p2Z
Gˆk;pt dk;p=2 + O

exp

 ct  1dw 1

as t # 0: (2.14)
2.3 Spectral zeta function on Sierpinski carpets
The spectral zeta function of a self-adjoint Laplacian  on a bounded domain is given
by
(s; ) := Tr
1
(  + )s :
This can be written as a Mellin transform of the heat kernel trace
(s; ) =
1
 (s)
Z 1
0
tse tK(t)
dt
t
; (2.15)
whenever the right-hand side is defined. In the case of a GSC with Dirichlet bound-
ary, (2.11) implies that the absicssa of convergence for (; ) is located at Re(s) =
d0;0 = dh(F)=dw. It is natural to ask whether this function can be extended to the entire
complex plane, save for a countable (possibly infinite) number of poles. The following
theorem, which was reported in [73], serves as the linchpin for all subsequent results in
this chapter.
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Theorem 2.3.1. The spectral zeta function s 7! (s; ) of the Laplacian on a GSC F,
with Dirichlet conditions on @oF, admits a meromorphic extension to C.
Proof. Without loss of generality we suppose that (2.14) holds for t 2 (0; 1), while
there exist c3; c4 > 0 such that K(t)  c3e c4t for t > 1. Then
(s; ) (s) = I1(s; ) + I2(s; ) + I3(s; );
where
I1(s; ) =
Z 1
0
tse t
dX
k=0
X
p2Z
Gˆk;pt dk;p=2
dt
t
;
I2(s; ) =
Z 1
0
tse tO

exp

 ct  1dw 1
 dt
t
;
jI3(s; )j  c3
Z 1
1
tse te c4t
dt
t
 :
To compute I1 we use the identityZ 1
0
tse tt p
dt
t
=
Z 1
0
ts
1X
n=0
( 1)n
n!
ntnt p
dt
t
=
1X
n=0
( 1)nn
n!(s + n   p)
for Re(p)  0. Using linearity of the polynomial terms we get
I1(s; ) =
dX
k=0
X
p2Z
1X
n=0
( 1)nnGˆk;p
n!(s + n   dk;p=2) :
In deriving this expression we interchanged the order of p-summation and integration,
which we justify as follows. For fixed  , 0, the summand indicates that the simple
poles are dk;p=2   N0. Away from the poles s 7! I1(s; ) is holomorphic, since for each
k = 0; 1;    ; d and each r 2 C, Gˆk;pr   dk;p=2 + Gˆk; pr   dk; p=2
  C
 2(r  
dk
dw
)
(r   dkdw )2 + (
2p
logR)
2

is summable over p 2 N. When  = 0, we find
I1(s; 0) =
dX
k=0
X
p2Z
Gˆk;p
s   dk;p=2 :
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Next we let  := 1=(dw   1), and make the bound I2(s; ) (s)
  C
 1 (s)
Z 1
0
tse te ct
  dt
t
  Ce c
  s (s)(s; )
 ;
where (s; x) is the lower incomplete gamma function. Since
(s; ) :=
 s
 (s)
(s; ) = e 
1X
m=0
m
 (s + m + 1)
is entire in both s and , I2(s; )= (s) contributes an entire-in-s component to (s; ).
For I3, it suces to know that for Re() >  c4,
jI3(s; )j  c3
( + c4) s
Z 1
+c4
use u
du
u
 = c3 ( + c4) s (s;  + c4)
is finite, thanks to the holomorphicity of the upper incomplete gamma function s 7!
 (s; x) when x , 0.
So finally we obtain, for Re() >  c4, the Mittag-Leer decomposition
(s; ) =
1
 (s)
dX
k=0
X
p2Z
1X
n=0
( 1)nnGˆk;p
n!

s + n   dk;p=2
 + (entire function in s): (2.16)
This proves the theorem.
Now we can enumerate all the possible poles and residues of the spectral zeta func-
tion on a GSC.
Corollary 2.3.2. For a GSC F with Dirichlet condition on @oF:
1. The poles of (; ), where Re()   c4, are contained in the set
d[
k=0
[
p2Z
1[
n=0
(
 n + dk;p
2
)
;
with corresponding residues
Res
 
(; ); n + dk;p2
!
=
( 1)nnGˆk;p
n! 

 n + dk;p=2
 :
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. Re(s)
Im(s)
11
2
0
(a)
. Re(s)
Im(s)
dh
dw
1
dw
0
2i
dw(F) log lF
(b)
Figure 2.4: The singularities of s 7! (s; 0) associated to (a) a 2-dimensional par-
allelpiped, using the Epstein zeta function; (b) a 2-dimensional GSC,
using Corollary 2.3.2. A hollow circle indicates that the singularity is
either a removable singularity, or a pole with zero residue.
2. The poles of (; 0) are contained in the set
d[
k=0
[
p2Z
(
dk;p
2
)
, with corresponding
residues
Res
 
(; 0); dk;p2
!
=
Gˆk;p
 

dk;p=2
 :
In particular, (s; 0) is analytic for Re(s) < 0.
3. (s; 0) = 0 for all s 2  N.
Proof. The poles and residues can be read o from (2.16), so the first two claims are
immediate. Note that dd;0=2   N =  N are poles of (; ) with zero residue because
1= (s) = 0 for all s 2  N. The last claim follows from the observation that when
Re(s) < 0, (s; 0) is a product of 1= (s) and a holomorphic function.
Fig. 2.4 depicts the singularities of (; 0) for a typical GSC versus that for a par-
allelpiped. In both domains, the poles with the largest real part represent the spectral
volume dimension. What distinguishes a GSC from an Euclidean domain is the ”tower”
of poles, or complex dimensions, along the imaginary direction at each Re(s) = dk;0, with
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even spacing of 2i=(dw log lF). Thus the discrete scale invariance of the GSC manifests
itself in two ways: it produces log-periodic modulations of the heat kernel trace and, via
a Mellin transform, creates towers of complex-valued poles in the spectral zeta function.
2.4 Review of quantum statistical mechanics
Here we briefly review notions of quantum statistical mechanics that are needed for the
rest of the chapter. Much of this is known to physicists, but we use the language of
functional analysis to make notations precise. For a complete treatment please consult,
e.g., [13, Chapter 5].
2.4.1 Gibbs state and partition function
The Bose (resp. Fermi) gas is a system of many quantum particles satisfying an appro-
priate rule of quantum statistics. Let us denote the Hilbert space for a single quantum
particle confined to domain F  Rd byH1 := L2(F): the state of the particle is described
by a wavefunction  2 H1. For a system of n such identical bosons (resp. fermions),
the wavefunction  n(x1;    ; xn) 2 L2(Fn) is (anti)symmetric under particle exchange:
 n(   ; xi;    ; x j;    ) =  n(   ; x j;    ; xi;    ). Therefore the appropriate n-body
Hilbert space, denoted by Hn, is the (anti)symmetric subspace of H
n1 . By default we
setH0 = C.
To describe the equilibrium thermodynamics of the quantummany-body system, it is
convenient to adopt the grand canonical ensemble, where the particle number is not kept
fixed. Mathematically, we take the Fock space F =L1n=0Hn as the underlying Hilbert
space. For each one-body self-adjoint operator W : H1 ! H1, define Wn : Hn ! Hn
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by
WnP( 1 
    
  n) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
0; if n = 0
nX
j=1
P

 1 
    
 (W j) 
    
  n

; if n  1
for all  j 2 H1, where P is the (anti)symmetric permutation on the components of the
tensor product. Then we call d (W) :=
L1
n=0Wn the second quantization of W on F .
An important example is where W is the identity operator 1 on H1: then 1n is n times
the identity operator on Hn, so its second quantization reads d (1) = 1n=0n =: N, also
known as the number operator on F .
For our purposes it suces to consider a one-body Hamiltonian operator H which
is bounded below. Let  2 (0;1] be the inverse temperature,  2 ( 1; inf Spec(H)] be
the chemical potential, andH := d (H). Consequently ; := e d (H 1) is a trace-class
operator on F , and its trace
; := TrF ; = TrF e (H N)
is called the grand canonical partition function of a thermal system with Hamiltonian
H. The free energy of the system is
F; =   1 log;:
The Gibbs state !; at (; ) is a linear functional over the C-algebra on F such that
!;(A) =  1;TrF

A;

:
Physically, if A belongs to the (*-)algebra of observables on H1, and A = d (A), then
!;(A) represents the expectation value of A in the grand canonical Gibbs state. To
experts of operator algebra, we remark that the Gibbs state is a (; )-Kubo-Martin-
Schwinger (KMS) state [13, Definition 5.3.1]: namely, for all A;B in the algebra of
observables on F ,
!;(Ai(B)) = !;(BA); where t(O) := eit(H N)Oe it(H N):
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Two observables we will be interested in the sequel are the expected number of
bosons
!;(N) =  1
1
;
@;
@
=  1
@
@
log;;
and the expected energy
!;(H) =   1
;
@;
@
=   @
@
log;:
For a non-interacting Bose gas the expression for the partition function can be re-
duced to a trace over the one-body Hilbert space H1. Assume that H has pure point
spectrum with increasing eigenvalues 0  E0 < E1      Ei     " 1. Then
; =
Y
i
1X
ni=0
e ni(Ei ) =
Y
i
1
1   e (Ei ) :
Therefore
log; =  TrH1 log(1   e (H ));
!;(N) = TrH1
1
e(H )   1 ;
!;(H) = TrH1
He(H )
e(H )   1 :
The following fact is useful and will be invoked several times:  7! !;(N) is a convex,
monotone increasing function which maps ( 1; inf Spec(H)] to (0;1].
2.4.2 Thermodynamic limit
Since we will deal with the delicate topic of phase transitions on fractals, it is important
to discuss how we take the thermodynamic limit. As is customary, we exhaust an un-
bounded space S1 by an increasing family of finite subsets fS ngn with suitable boundary
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conditions. The thermodynamic limit of an ”intensive” thermal observable (e.g. pres-
sure, particle density) on S1 is then understood as the limit of a sequence of the said
observables on S n, subject to proper constraints.
For the unbounded carpet F1, we choose the natural exhaustion fngn := f`nFFgn.
This involves scaling up the size of the system by `F each time, which in eect scales
down the Laplacian by ` 2F . To make this length dependence explicit, we will denote by
 the dimensionful Laplacian on a bounded domain not necessarily of unit character-
istic length. If the characteristic length is L, then we write L, which is L
 2 times the
dimensionless Laplacian  (on the domain of unit length). In the same manner we will
add a subscript L to any quantity which depends explicitly on the domain size L.
We will show shortly that, due to the log-periodic modulation inherited from the
heat kernel trace, the thermodynamic limit along the natural exhaustion does not exist
in the literal sense, but rather in the weaker limsup/liminf sense. Of course our choice
of exhaustion is by no means unique. There might be other choices of exhaustion for
which a stronger limit is attained, but we suspect that those would marginally improve
the results to be presented below.
2.5 Massive Bose gas in Sierpinski carpets
In this section we focus on the Bose gas with H =   and   inf Spec(H). This Hamil-
tonian captures the behavior of a gas of non-relativistic, non-interacting, and charge-
neutral atoms. The partition function of the massive Bose gas in a general bounded
domain is given by
log; =  TrH1 log

1   e (  )

: (2.17)
Its connection to the spectral zeta function is the following.
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Proposition 2.5.1. The grand canonical partition function ; for an ideal massive
Bose gas in a bounded domain F is given by
log; =
1
2i
Z +i1
 i1
 t (t)(t + 1) (t; ) dt;  > ds2 : (2.18)
Proof. Using the Taylor expansion for log(1  x) and functional calculus, we expand
the RHS of (2.17) in a power series:
log; = TrH1
1X
n=1
1
n
e n(  ):
By the identity
e a =
1
2i
Z +i1
 i1
a t (t)dt;  > 0;
we have
log; = TrH1
1
2i
1X
n=1
1
n
Z +i1
 i1
(n) t (t)(    ) tdt:
It remains to interchange the order of integration and summations. To do so we need
to pick  such that both
P1
n=1 n
 (+ic+1) and TrH1(    ) (+ic) converge for any c 2 R.
This happens when  > 0 _ ds2 = ds2 .
2.5.1 Bose-Einstein condensation in the unbounded carpet
For the massive Bose gas we are interested in the density of bosons, that is, the number
of bosons per unit spectral volume:
L(; ) :=
!L;;(N)
Vs(L)
=
1
Vs(L)
TrH1
1
e( L )   1 =
1
Vs(L)
@
@
logL;;: (2.19)
Lemma 2.5.2. Let F be a GSC. Then the density of ideal massive Bose gas in LF at
(; ) is
L(; ) =
1
(4)
ds
2 Gˆ0;0
0BBBBBB@ dX
k=0
X
p2Z
1CCCCCCA
0
Ldk;p ds
dk;p=2
Gˆk;p
1X
m=0
()m
m!

 
 m + dk;p
2
!
; (2.20)
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where
Pd
k=0
P
p2Z
0
means the double sum excluding the term (k; p) = (d; 0).
Proof. We evaluate the contour integral in (2.18) via a residue calculation. By
Corollary 2.3.2, (; ) has poles Sn2N0(dk;p=2   n) with residues ( 1)nnGˆk;pn! ( n+dk;p=2) . Upon
excluding the poles with zero residue, dd;0=2   N0, one finds
logL;; =
0BBBBBB@ dX
k=0
X
p2Z
1CCCCCCA
0  
L2

!dk;p=2 1X
m=0
()mGˆk;p
m!

 
dk;p
2
  m + 1
!
:
The lemma follows from taking the -derivative of logL;; and then dividing by the
spectral volume Vs(L) = (4)
ds
2 Gˆ0;0Lds .
We are in a position now to take the thermodynamic limit of the particle density
along n % F1. To streamline the arguments, we introduce the fugacity z = e, and
state all quantities in terms of z rather than . We write n(; z) for the particle density
in n at (; z).
Proposition 2.5.3. Let c() = lim sup
n!1
n(; 1) and c() = lim infn!1 n(; 1) be, re-
spectively, the upper and lower critical density of the massive Bose gas in F1. Then

c
() = c() = 1 if ds  2, while 0 < c()  c() < 1 if ds > 2. In the latter case,
c() =
1
(4)
ds
2
maxG0
Gˆ0;0

 
ds
2
!
; 
c
() =
1
(4)
ds
2
minG0
Gˆ0;0

 
ds
2
!
: (2.21)
Proof. First we note that as L! 1, only the volume terms (k = 0) dominate:
L(; ) =
1
(4)
ds
2 Gˆ0;0
X
p2Z
 
L2

! 2ip
logR
Gˆ0;p
1X
m=0
()m
m!

 
 m + d0;p
2
!
+ o(1):
By expanding the Riemann zeta function in a series and using some manipulation, we
arrive at a more transparent expression
L(; z) =
1
(4)
ds
2 Gˆ0;0
1X
m=1
zmG0

  log
m
L2

m 
ds
2 + o(1):
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Replacing L with `nF we conclude that as n! 1,
n(; z) =
1
(4)
ds
2 Gˆ0;0
1X
m=1
zmG0
 
  log
 
m
(lF)2n
!!
m 
ds
2 + o(1);
from which the proposition follows. Finiteness comes from the convergence of the
Riemann zeta function (ds=2) =
P1
m=1m
 ds=2. Note that we do not claim that 
c
() =
c() since G0 is probably nonconstant.
The consequence of a finite upper critical density is that any excess Bose gas must
occupy the lowest eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian, a phenomenon known as Bose-
Einstein condensation (BEC). This is the content of the next theorem. We will state the
result for a fixed-density Bose gas, i.e., fix the particle density tot along n % F1. This
of course requires adjusting the fugacity zn for each n. Moreover, we denote by Ek(L)
and Ek(n) the (k + 1)th eigenvalue of the Laplacian on, respectively, LF and n.
Theorem 2.5.4. Assume ds > 2. For each tot > 0, let zn be the unique root of
n(; zn) = tot.
(i) If tot  c(), and z is the root of lim sup
n!1
n(; z) = tot, then lim infn!1 zn = z.
(ii) If tot > c(), then limn!1 zn = 1. Moreover if we denote the boson occupation
density in the ground state, or the condensate density, by
0n(; z) :=
1
Vs(n)
1
z 1eE0(n)   1 ;
then lim
n!1
h
0n(; zn) + n(; 1)
i
= tot.
The proof, which mirrors that of [13, Theorem 5.2.30] with some modifications,
relies upon extensive use of the convexity of z 7! L(; z) and the lemma below.
Lemma 2.5.5. For any z1 > z2,
L(; z2)
z2
 L(; z1)   L(; z2)
z1   z2 
L(; z1)
z1(1   z1e E0(L)) : (2.22)
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Analogously, if we denote the boson occupation density above the (m+1)th eigenfunction
by
m+L (; z) :=
1
Vs(L)
X
k>m
1
z 1L eEk(L)   1
; (2.23)
then for any z1 > z2,
m+L (; z2)
z2
 
m+
L (; z1)   m+L (; z2)
z1   z2 
m+L (; z1)
z1(1   z1e Em(L)) : (2.24)
Proof. Using the convexity of z 7! L(; z), we have for any z1 > z2,
@L
@z
(; z2)  L(; z1)   L(; z2)z1   z2 
@L
@z
(; z1); (2.25)
where the derivative is easily computed:
@L
@z
(; z) =
1
Vs(L)
TrH1
eL 
1   zeL2
=
1
Vs(L)
TrH1
"
1
z 1e L   1 
z 1
1   zeL
#
: (2.26)
Since  L  E0(L) and z  e L by assumption, we can make the bound
z 1  z
 1
1   zeL 
z 1
1   ze E0(L) : (2.27)
Applying (2.26) and (2.27) to (2.25) yields (2.22). The same argument carries over to
m+L by changing E0(L) to Em(L) in the upper bound.
Proof of Theorem 2.5.4. Since G0 > 0 and G1 < 0, we have for all suciently
large n,
n(; z) 
1
(4)
ds
2 Gˆ0;0
1X
m=1
zmG0
 
  log
 
m
(lF)2n
!!
m 
ds
2
 1
(4)
ds
2 Gˆ0;0
1X
m=1
zmm 
ds
2 max(G0) = lim sup
n!1
n(; z):
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Now we prove (i). By the preceding inequality (2.28) and the convexity of L(; ),
we deduce that zn  z for all suciently large n. Then together with the first inequality
in (2.22) of Lemma 2.5.5 with z1 = zn and z2 = z, we get
0  zn   z  z
 
n(; zn)
n(; z)
  1
!
= z
 
tot
n(; z)
  1
!
:
Taking the lim inf of this inequality yields the result.
To prove (ii), suppose tot > c(). If zn  1 for some large n, then c() <
n(; zn)  lim sup
n!1
n(; zn)  lim sup
n!1
n(; 1) =: c(), which is a contradiction.
Thus zn > 1. But since zn  eE0(n) we have lim
n!1 zn = 1. Moreover 
m+
n
(; zL) > m+n (; 1)
for any m 2 N0, so in particular
0+n(; zn) > 
0+
n
(; 1)  n(; 1)  
1
Vs(n)E0(n)
;
and
0n(; zn) + n(; 1)  0n(; zn) + 0+n(; zn) +
1
Vs(n)E0(n)
= tot +
1
Vs(n)E0(n)
:
Noting that [Vs(n)E0(n)] 1 = Cn2 ds ! 0 as n! 1, we find
lim inf
n!1
h
0n(; zn) + n(; 1)
i
 tot:
It remains to show that lim sup
n!1
h
0n(; zn) + n(; 1)
i
 tot. Here we utilize the fact
that for any m 2 N and n 2 N0, the occupation density in the (m + 1)th eigenfunction of
the Laplacian on n
1
Vs(n)
1
z 1n eEm(n)   1
 1
Vs(n)
1
e(Em(n) E0(n))   1
 1
Vs(n)
1
(Em(n)   E0(n)) :
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The right-hand side scales with n2 ds and hence tends to 0 as n ! 1, independently of
m. This implies that
tot = lim
n!1
h
0n(; zn) + 
0+
n
(; zn)
i
= lim
n!1
h
0n(; zn) + 
m+
n
(; zn)
i
for any m 2 N. By replacing L with n in the second inequality in (2.24) of
Lemma 2.5.5, and setting z1 = zn and z2 = 1, we obtain
m+n (; zn)  n(; 1)
z 1n   e Em(n)
z 2n   e Em(n)
:
It follows that for all n and for all suciently large m,
m+
n
(; zn)
n(; 1)
 z
 1
n   e Em(n)
z 2n   e Em(n)

 
1   2 E0(n)
Em(n)
! 1


1   2Cm1  ds2
 1
;
where the Weyl asymptotics of the Laplacian was used in the last line. Thus
tot  lim sup
n!1

0n(; zn) + n(; 1)

1   2Cm1  ds2
 1
:
As the left-hand side is independent of m, we can take the limit m! 1 to complete the
proof.
Remark 2.5.6. Here we encounter a subtlety not seen in the Euclidean setting, namely,
that the length scale enters into the log-periodic modulation G0 in the particle density.
Therefore the thermodynamic limit needs to be handled with care. Theorem 2.5.4 says
that in the lim sup density sense, condensation occurs if tot exceeds the upper critical
density c(). This appears to be the optimal threshold as our next result (Theorem 2.5.7)
suggests. Notice also that neither the condensate density 0
n
(; zn) nor the critical den-
sity n(; 1) likely has a limit as n! 1, but the sum of the two converges to tot.
One might ask whether a stronger sense of convergence could be used to charac-
terize the thermodynamic limit on fractals. A possibility would be to use the Cesa`ro
averaged density in place of the lim sup density. However incorporating the former into
the convexity proof of Theorem 2.5.4 appears dicult.
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We have now shown that for an ideal massive Bose gas in an unbounded GSC with
ds > 2, there is macroscopic occupation of particles in the ground state at suciently
low temperatures. It is well known that Bose-Einstein condensation is a quantum phase
transition. To illustrate this point, we will show that in the thermodynamic limit L !
1, the free energy density of the Bose gas
fL(; z) :=
FL(; z)
Vs(L)
=   1
Vs(L)
logL;;z
becomes non-analytic in an appropriate sense. This is a familiar criterion of phase tran-
sition in the physics literature. A more technical criterion, namely, the non-uniqueness
of Gibbs (or KMS) states at low temperatures, will be discussed elsewhere.
A straightforward computation shows that as L! 1,
fL(; z) =   1
(4)
ds
2 
ds
2 +1Gˆ0;0
1X
m=1
zmG0

  log
m
L2

m 

ds
2 +1

+ o(1):
Taking the sequence of free energy densities along fngn yields the following result.
Theorem 2.5.7. For each tot > 0, let zn be the unique root of n(; zn) = tot.
(i) If tot  c(), and z is the root of lim sup
n!1
n(; z) = tot, then
lim inf
n!1 fn(; zn) = lim infn!1 fn(; z) =  
1
(4)
ds
2 
ds
2 +1
maxG0
Gˆ0;0
Li ds
2 +1
(z); (2.28)
where Lis(z) =
1X
n=1
zn
ns
is the polylogarithm.
(ii) If tot > c(), then limn!1

fn(; zn)   fn(; 1)

= 0.
Proof. The key is to realize that   fL(; z)  0, and that z 7!   fL(; z) is increasing
and convex. From this it follows that for any z1 > z2,
fL(; z2)   fL(; z1)
z1   z2   
@ fL
@z
(; z1) =
1
z1
L(; z1): (2.29)
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For (i) we replace L, z1, and z2 in (2.29) with n, zn, and z respectively to find
0  fn(; z)   fn(; zn) 
tot

 
1   z
zn
!
:
Take the lim inf on all sides and use Part (i) of Theorem 2.5.4 to finish.
Similarly for (ii) we replace L, z1, and z2 in (2.29) with n, zn, and 1 respectively. By
virtue of Part (ii) of Theorem 2.5.4, we can take the limit this time to deduce the result.
Part (ii) of the preceding theorem says that in the condensation regime the thermo-
dynamic free energy density is, in a proper sense, independent of the particle density
tot, or of the (nonzero) condensate density. This is because in the thermodynamic limit,
the condensate resides in the zero-energy eigenfunction and does not contribute to the
free energy. For example, in the sense of Cesa`ro averaging, we have
lim
n!1
1
n
nX
k=1
fk(; zk) = limn!1
1
n
nX
k=1
fk(; 1) =  
1
(4)
ds
2 
ds
2 +1

 
ds
2
+ 1
!
:
On the other hand, in the liminf sense
lim inf
n!1 fn(; zn) = lim infn!1 fn(; 1) =  
1
(4)
ds
2 
ds
2 +1
maxG0
Gˆ0;0
Li ds
2 +1
(1):
Combined with the result in Part (i), one may check that lim inf
n!1 fn(; zn), regarded as
a function of tot 2 (0;1), is non-analytic at c(), since the left derivative (a nonzero
constant times 

ds
2

) does not equal the right derivative (0).
2.5.2 Connection to Brownian motion
Theorem 2.5.8. Let F be a GSC. Then the following are equivalent in the unbounded
carpet F1:
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1. The spectral dimension ds > 2.
2. Brownian motion is transient.
3. Bose-Einstein condensation occurs for a low-temperature, high-density ideal
Bose gas.
Proof. For F1, the equivalence between (1) and (2) is given in [6, Theorem 8.1].
The equivalence between (1) and (3) is implied by Lemma 2.5.2 and Theorem 2.5.4.
On general graphs, the connection between spectral dimension and BEC has been
mentioned in previous literature [14, 15]. The equivalence between transient Brownian
motion and BEC, on the other hand, appears to be a more general and robust criterion.
To the author’s knowledge, outside of Rd and Zd, an explicit statement about the latter
has only been made by [29, 30, 52] in the context of inhomogeneous graphs. In these
works, the authors considered the adjacency operator, as opposed to the Laplacian, on
various exotic graphs (e.g. comb graphs, star graphs) and density-zero perturbations
of Cayley trees. (We will discuss their model briefly in Section 2.8.1.) They gave
conditions for BEC by analyzing the spectral properties of the adjacency operator, in
particular its Perron-Frobenius eigenvector, and showed that the existence of ”hidden
spectrum” implies the finiteness of the critical density. These developments lead us
to believe that the deep connection between Brownian motion and BEC holds on very
general spaces, including graphs, manifolds, and fractals. A careful study of KMS states
on these spaces may uncover more details.
We end this section by giving specific examples where one may probe BEC in non-
integer dimensions. Recall that if F is a GSC embedded in Rd, then 1  ds(F) < dh(F) <
d. Also, an unbounded GSC whose cross-section contains a full copy of R2+ supports
transient Brownian motion, i.e., the carpet has ds > 2 [6]. So if one’s goal is to find a
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MS (3; 1) MS (4; 2) MS (5; 3) MS (6; 4)
dh log3 20  2:73 log4 32 = 2:5 log5 44  2:35 log6 56  2:25
Rigorous bounds on ds [6] 2:21  2:60 2:00  2:26 1:89  2:07 1:82  1:95
Numerical ds [CS] 2:51::: - 2:01::: -
BEC exists? Yes Yes Yes (?) No
Table 2.1: A sequence of Menger sponges whose spectral dimensions cross over
2. The criterion for existence of BEC in an ideal Bose gas is determined
by Theorem 2.5.8.
GSC whose spectral dimension is close to 2, the most natural candidates are the Menger
sponges in R3. For example, consider the family of Menger sponges fMS (a; a   2)ga3,
the first four members of which are shown in Table 2.1. All such sponges have dh > 2,
but only MS (3; 1), MS (4; 2), and possibly MS (5; 3) have ds > 2, in which condensation
of ideal Bose gas is possible. In particular MS (5; 3) lies just a hair above the critical
dimension 2, as our numerics show. It would be very interesting if one could find a
one-parameter family of fractal sponges whose spectral dimensions vary across 2, and
study the onset of BEC in such spaces.
2.6 Blackbody radiation in Sierpinski carpets
In the next two sections we discuss the Bose gas with H =
p  and  = 0. This Hamil-
tonian corresponds to that of a gas of massless, non-interacting, relativistic particles,
the prime example being photons. Here we have set  = 0 because the particle number
cannot be kept finite in realistic experiments. The grand canonical partition function 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in this case reads
log =  TrH1 log(1   e D); (2.30)
where D =
p  is the dimensionful Dirac operator, carrying units of inverse length.
Proposition 2.6.1. The grand canonical partition function  for an ideal photon gas
in a bounded domain F is given by
log =
1
i
Z +i1
 i1
 2t (2t)(2t + 1)(t; 0)dt;  >
ds
2
: (2.31)
The proof is essentially identical to that of Proposition 2.5.1, so we omit it.
Lemma 2.6.2. Let F be a GSC. Then the grand canonical partition function  for an
ideal photon gas confined in LF is given by
logL; = 2
0BBBBBB@ dX
k=0
X
p2Z
1CCCCCCA
0  
L

!dk;p   dk;p
 

dk;p=2
 dk;p + 1 Gˆk;p + 2L
 
 1
2
; 0
!
; (2.32)
where
Pd
k=0
P
p2Z
0
means the double sum excluding the term (k; p) = (d; 0).
Proof. We evaluate (2.31) via a residue calculation. The first term of (2.32) comes
from the residues at the poles of (s; 0), though we exclude dd;0 = 0 because it has zero
residue (as well as being a simple pole of  (2t) and of (2t + 1) simultaneously). Then
there are contributions coming from the nonzero poles of  (2t), which are  N=2. But
(t; 0) = 0 when t 2  N by Corollary 2.3.2, while (2t + 1) = 0 when t 2  

N + 12

.
Only the residue at t =  1=2 contributes and produces the second term of (2.32).
The first term of (2.32), whose summands are all proportional to some nonnegative
power of L=, represent thermal (positive-temperature) contributions from the various
codimension-k spectral volumes. On the other hand, the second term, which is linearly
proportional to =L, has no thermal origins. To tackle this issue, let us add to (2.32)
logCas :=  2
 
 1
2
; 0
!
; (2.33)
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so we retain only the thermal contributions. Notice that this eectively adds a (free)
energy
ECas =   1 logCas = 12
 
 1
2
; 0
!
: (2.34)
to the existing vacuum energy H0, which was 0 by default. (2.34) is the renowned
Casimir energy representing the energy of vacuum fluctuations. It is half the regularized
sum of the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator, where regularization should be understood
as the analytic continuation of (s; 0) to s =  1=2. By Theorem 2.3.1, such continua-
tion is always possible on GSCs. The Casimir energy has measurable consequences and
will be the focus of the next section.
The most important phenomenon associated with thermal photon gas is blackbody
radiation. Here we are interested in the energy per spectral volume
E(L; ) := !L;;0(H)
Vs(L)
=   1
Vs(L)
@
@
logL;;0;
as well as the isotropic pressure
P(L; ) :=
@
@Vs(L)
FL;;0 =  1

@
@Vs(L)
logL;;0:
Proposition 2.6.3. Let F be a GSC. As L ! 1, the mean energy density and isotropic
pressure of a thermal photon gas inside LF are
E(L; ) =  (ds+1)H1

  log


2L

+ o(1); (2.35)
P(L; ) =
E(L; )
ds
; (2.36)
where H1() is 12 logR-periodic with
H1(x) =
ds

ds+1
2
 
 
ds + 1
2
!
(ds + 1)
+
1

ds+1
2 Gˆ0;0
X
p2Znf0g
"
e
4pix
logR  
 
d0;p + 1
2
!
(d0;p + 1)d0;pGˆ0;p
#
: (2.37)
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Proof. Straightforward dierentiations of the thermal terms in (2.32), combined
with the gamma function identity
 (z)
 (z=2)
=
 ((z + 1)=2)
21 z
p

;
yield the results. We note that for all s 2 R, j (s + it)j  p2jtjs 1=2e jtj=2 as t ! 1
by Stirling’s formula, while for s > 1 and t 2 R we have j(s + it)j  (s). These
observations, plus the boundedness of the jGˆ0;pj, are sucient to ensure the summability
of (2.37).
We have intentionally split H1 in order to make comparisons with the Euclidean case.
If only the first term in (2.37) was considered, then (2.35) would be a direct extension
of the Stefan-Boltzmann law from Euclidean to noninteger dimensions. But the discrete
scale invariance of the GSC gives rise to log-periodic modulations depending on the
temperature as well, viz. the second term in (2.37). Note also that the 12 in the periodicity
1
2 logR of H1 comes from the Dirac operator being the square root of the Laplacian.
Meanwhile, (2.36) represents the fractal version of the equation of state for the pho-
ton gas [1]. This is to be compared with the Euclidean version P = E=d, where d is the
Euclidean dimension (also the spectral dimension, since dw = 2).
2.7 Casimir eect in Sierpinski carpet waveguide
In this section we derive the radiation pressure on some boundary faces of a compact
fractal domain, due to either vacuum (zero-temperature,  = 1) or thermal (nonzero-
temperature,  < 1) eects.
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Figure 2.5: The Sierpinski carpet waveguide a(GSC)  [0; b].
2.7.1 The parallel-plate setup
The original calculation, due to H. Casimir in 1948, concerned the vacuum energy in
[0; a]2  [0; b] for fixed a  1, and the resultant pressure on the two parallel faces
[0; a]2  f0g and [0; a]2  fbg as a function of b. The conventional method is to carry out
a sum over the (exactly known) eigenvalues of the Dirac operator, take the a! 1 limit,
then apply ”zeta-regularization” to the formally divergent sum to produce a finite value.
Similar calculations have also been done on other Euclidean domains or manifolds, such
as spheres and cylinders.
In the spirit of the classical parallel-plate setup, we will work with a Sierpinski
carpet waveguide 
a;b := a(GSC)  [0; b], where we take GSC  R2 to be some 2-
dimensional Sierpinski carpet and fix a  1. See Figure 2.5. The parallel plates in
this case correspond to a(GSC)  f0g and a(GSC)  fbg. For consistency, we will im-
pose Dirichlet conditions on the outer boundaries @([0; a]2)  [0; b], a(GSC)  f0g and
a(GSC)  fbg, and Neumann conditions on the inner surfaces. The Hausdor and spec-
tral dimensions of the waveguide are, respectively, dh(
) = dh(GSC) + 1 2 (2; 3) and
ds(
) = ds(GSC) + 1 2 (2; dh(
)).
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2.7.2 Casimir pressure at zero temperature
Our main objective is to compute the spectral zeta function 


  12 ; 0

, or twice the
Casimir energy. Because the Laplacian on 
 is the direct sum of the Laplacian on GSC
and the Laplacian on [0; b], the associated heat kernel trace factorizes:
K
a;b(t) = Ka(GSC)(t)K[0;b](t) = KGSC

a 2t

K[0;1]

b 2t

:
Recalling that the spectrum of the Dirichlet Laplacian on the unit interval is
S1
j=1f j22g,
we find
K[0;1](t) =
1X
j=1
e  j
22t =
1
2
26666664X
j2Z
e  j
22t   1
37777775
=
1
2
26666664 1pt Xj2Z e  j2=t   1
37777775 = 1p4t   12 + 1pt
1X
j=1
e  j
2=t;
where the Poisson summation formula was employed in the third equality. Then us-
ing (2.11) with d = 2 for KGSC(t), we get
K
a;b(t) =
26666664 2X
k=0
X
p2Z
Gˆk;p
 t
a2
 dk;p=2
+ O
 
exp
 
 C
 t
a2
  1dw 1 !!37777775

26666664 bp4t   12 + bpt
1X
j=1
e  j
2b2=t
37777775 : (2.38)
The spectral zeta function for the Laplacian on 
a;b is the meromorphic extension of

a;b(s; ) =
1
 (s)
Z 1
0
tsK
a;b(t)e
 t dt
t
; Re(s) >
ds(
)
2
: (2.39)
Theorem 2.7.1. As a! 1,
 
 
 1
2
!

a;b
 
 1
2
; 0
!
=
1p

2X
k=0
X
p2Z
Gˆk;p
a
b
dk;p
b 1

2 + dk;p

 
 
1 +
dk;p
2
!
+ o(1): (2.40)
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Proof. Though the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.3.1, we will be more precise
in the computation here. Let f (t) = O

exp

 Ct  1dw 1

. By definition, there exist T;M 2
(0;1) such that j f (t)j  M exp

 Ct  1dw 1

for all t 2 (0;T ). It follows that j f (a 2t)j 
M exp

 Ca 2dw 1 t  1dw 1

for all t 2 (0; a2T ). So when computing the Mellin integral we
split the domain of integration (0;1) into two intervals, (0; a2T ) and [a2T;1).
Expanding the product in (2.38) and then plugging it into (2.39), we find

a;b
 
 1
2
; 
!
 
 
 1
2
!
=
Z a2T
0
I(t)e t
dt
t
+
Z 1
a2T
I(t)e t
dt
t
;
where I(t) contains terms of the following types:
1. Polynomial terms of the form t p, Re(p) > 0.
2. Product of a polynomial term and an exponential term: t p exp( c5t ), Re(p);  >
0.
3. Product of a polynomial term and two exponential terms:
t p exp( c6t ) exp( c7t 1), Re(p);  > 0.
For the polynomial terms we haveZ a2T
0
t pe t
dt
t
= p( p; a2T );
Z 1
a2T
t pe t
dt
t
= p ( p; a2T );
where (s; x) and  (s; x) are, respectively, the lower and upper incomplete gamma func-
tions. Then we need to use the asymptotics of the incomplete gamma functions near the
branch point x = 0: x s(s; x) ! 1=s and, for Re(s) < 0, x s (s; x) !  1=s. These
imply that
lim
!0
0BBBBB@Z a2T
0
t pe t
dt
t
+
Z 1
a2T
t pe t
dt
t
1CCCCCA = 0:
Next we tackle terms of type (2). By making a change of variables we find
J1(a; b; ) :=
Z a2T
0
t pe c5t
 
e t
dt
t
=
1
cp=5
Z 1
c5=(a2T )
up=e ue (c5=u)
1= du
u
:
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Notice that for u 2 (c5=(a2T );1) we have the upper bound
e (c5=u)1=   ejja2T , and the
remaining integrand is integrable:
Z 1
c5=(a2T )
up=e u
du
u
 =
 
 
p

;
c5
(a2T )
! < 1:
So by the dominated convergence theorem,
lim
!0
J1(a; b; ) =
1
cp=5
Z 1
c5=(a2T )
up=e u
du
u
=
1
cp=5
 
 
p

;
c5
(a2T )
!
:
The same argument applies to
J2(a; b; ) :=
Z 1
a2T
t pe c5t
 
e t
dt
t
;
yielding
lim
!0
J2(a; b; ) =
1
cp=5

 
p

;
c5
(a2T )
!
:
Thus
lim
!0
0BBBBB@Z a2T
0
t pe c5t
 
e t
dt
t
+
Z 1
a2T
t pe c5t
 
e t
dt
t
1CCCCCA
=
1
cp=5
"
 
 
p

;
c5
(a2T )
!
+ 
 
p

;
c5
(a2T )
!#
=
1
cp=5
 
 
p

!
:
Finally, for terms of type (3) we have
Z a2T
0
t pe c6t
 
e c7t
 1
e t
dt
t

=
 1cp7
Z 1
c7=(a2T )
upe ue c6(u=c7)

e (c7=u)
du
u

 e
jjc7a2Te c7=(a
2T )
cRe(p)7
Z 1
c7=(a2T )
uRe(p)e c6(u=c7)
 du
u
=
ejjc7a
2Te c7=(a
2T )
cRe(p)=6
 
 
Re(p)

;
c6
(a2T )
!
:
Thus
lim
!0

Z a2T
0
t pe c6t
 
e c7t
 1
e t
dt
t
  e c7=(a
2T )
cRe(p)=6
 
 
Re(p)

;
c6
(a2T )
!
:
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A similar calculation yields
lim
!0
Z 1
a2T
t pe c6t
 
e c7t
 1
e t
dt
t
  1
cRe(p)=6

 
Re(p)

;
c6
(a2T )
!
:
After putting in the numbers we obtain

a;b
 
 1
2
; 0
!
 
 
 1
2
!
=
1p

2X
k=0
X
p2Z
Gˆk;p
adk;p
bdk;p+1
1X
j=1
1
j(dk;p+2)
 
 
dk;p
2
+ 1
!
+I4(a; b);
where
jI4(a; b)j  M2
dw   1
aC(dw 1)=2
 
 
dw   1
2
;
C
T 1=(dw 1)
!
+ I5(a; b)
and lim
a!1 I5(a; b) = 0. This concludes the proof.
The Casimir pressure is defined to be the force per unit spectral area on each parallel
plate as the separation b of the two plates is varied, that is,
PCas(a; b) :=   1Vs(a(GSC))
@
@b
ECas(a; b):
The following results are corollaries of the theorem.
Proposition 2.7.2. Denote
Cp := 
 
1 + ds(
) +
4pi
logR
!
 
 
1
2
+
ds(
)
2
+
2pi
logR
!
Gˆ0;p: (2.41)
As a! 1, the Casimir energy in a SC waveguide 
a;b is
ECas(a; b) :=
1
2

a;b
 
 1
2
; 0
!
=   1
4
ads(GSC)
bds(GSC)+1
X
p2Z
Cpe
4pi
logR log( ab) + O(a 2dw(GSC) ): (2.42)
The zero-temperature Casimir pressure on each parallel plate a(GSC)f0g or a(GSC)
fbg is
PCas(a; b) =   b
 (ds(
)+1)
(4)
ds(
)+1
2 Gˆ0;0
X
p2Z
Cp
"
ds(
) +
4pi
logR
#
e
4pi
logR log( ab)
+O

a 2
dh(GSC) 1
dw(GSC)

: (2.43)
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The key take-away message is that the Casimir pressure scales with the separation
of the plates b as
PCas(a; b) = b (ds(
)+1)H2

log
a
b

+ o(1) as a! 1; (2.44)
where H2() is 12 logR-periodic. We do not know the sign of PCas as it requires more
information about the function G0 than currently available.
2.7.3 Casimir pressure at positive temperature
To calculate the Casimir pressure due to thermal eects, we first derive the partition
function, then find the free energy and take appropriate derivatives. Since most of the
arguments resemble those in the blackbody radiation calculation (Section 2.6), we will
omit the computational details.
Lemma 2.7.3. The simple poles of the spectral zeta function 
a;b(; 0) are contained in
the set
2[
k=0
[
p2Z
 (
dk;p + 1
2
)[(dk;p
2
)!
; (2.45)
where the residues at the two sets of poles read, respectively,
adk;pbp
4
Gˆk;p
 
 dk;p+1
2
 ;  1
2
adk;p
Gˆk;p
 (dk;p=2)
: (2.46)
Proof. It is straightforward to check that only the polynomial terms in the expansion
of K
a;b(t) (2.38) produce singularities. The rest of the proof is as outlined in Theo-
rem 2.3.1 and Corollary 2.3.2.
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Lemma 2.7.4. The thermal terms in the grand canonical partition function

a;b; for the photon gas in the Sierpinski carpet waveguide 
a;b are given by
log
a;b; =
1p

2X
k=0
X
p2Z
adk;pb
dk;p+1
 (dk;p + 1)
 
dk;p+1
2
 (dk;p + 2)Gˆk;p
 
0BBBBBB@ 2X
k=0
X
p2Z
1CCCCCCA
0
adk;p
dk;p
 (dk;p)
 (dk;p=2)
(dk;p + 1)Gˆk;p; (2.47)
where
Pd
k=0
P
p2Z
0
means the double sum excluding the term (k; p) = (d; 0).
Proof. The arguments are identical to those in the proof of Lemma 2.6.2.
The Casimir pressure is then defined to be
PCas;(a; b) :=   1Vs(a(GSC))
@
@b
F
a;b; =
1
Vs(a(GSC))
@
@b
log
a;b;:
Proposition 2.7.5. As a! 1, the Casimir pressure on each parallel plate
a(GSC)  f0g or a(GSC)  fbg at inverse temperature  reads
PCas;(a; b) =  (ds(
)+1)H3

  log


2a

+ o(1); (2.48)
where H3() is 12 logR-periodic with
H3(x) =
Gˆ0;p=Gˆ0;0

ds(
)+1
2
X
p2Z
e
4ipx
logR  
 
1
2
+
ds(
)
2
+
2pi
logR
!

 
1 + ds(
) +
4pi
logR
!
: (2.49)
Notice that the dominant term in the positive-temperature Casimir pressure is inde-
pendent of the separation of plates b: like in blackbody radiation, the scaling is with
respect to temperature.
This concludes our discussions of various results regarding ideal massive or massless
Bose gas in Sierpinski carpets. We stress once again the power of the heat kernel and the
zeta function technique in quantum statistical mechanics. Not only does it apply to very
general spaces, it also give unambiguous answers to major thermodynamic questions,
such as the emergence of the Casimir energy.
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2.8 Towards interacting Bose gas on Sierpinski carpet graphs
The above discussion of the ideal massive Bose gas is just the prelude to a full under-
standing of quantum many-body physics on fractals. This is because some of the most
salient features of BEC (in Rd or Zd), such as superfluidity and soliton excitations, can-
not be explained by the ideal Bose gas. So it behooves us to take the next step and
consider models of interacting Bose gas on Sierpinski carpets. Mathematically speak-
ing, proving BEC in an interacting Bose system is a challenging problem (see [57] for
a careful exposition). In this section we introduce a particular interacting system which
has been studied extensively on Zd, then focus on the so-called hardcore Bose gas, which
we hope to study in more depth on Sierpinski carpet graphs.
2.8.1 The Bose-Hubbard model
In what follows we have in mind a connected graphG = (V; E) with bounded degree. To
describe an ideal Bose gas on G, we use the second-quantized Hamiltonian in the grand
canonical ensemble d (  1), where  is the combinatorial graph Laplacian onG. To
express this Hamiltonian, let ayx and ax be the boson creation and annihilation operators
at x 2 V , which satisfy the canonical commutation relations (CCR): axayy   ayyax = xy
and axay   ayax = 0 for all x; y 2 V . We also let nx = ayxax, which has the interpretation
as the particle number at x. Then one may verify that
d (    1) =  1
2
X
hxyi2E
(ayxay + a
y
yax)  
X
x2V
(   deg(x))nx:
A slight variant of this Hamlitonian uses the adjacency operator in place of the graph
Laplacian, i.e.,
H =  1
2
X
hxyi2E
(ayxay + a
y
yax)   
X
x2V
nx: (2.50)
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In a realistic experimental setup, multiple atoms tend not to occupy the same site x 2 V
due to forbidden overlap of atomic orbitals. This can be modelled by introducing an
on-site repulsion term to (2.50). The resultant Hamiltonian is that of the Bose-Hubbard
model,
HBH =   J2
X
hxyi2E
(ayxay + a
y
yax)   
X
x2V
nx + U
X
x2V
nx(nx   1); (2.51)
with parameters  2 R and J;U > 0. The Hamiltonian (2.51) is widely used by con-
densed matter theorists to model cold atomic systems in optical lattices. In the works
of BEC on inhomogeneous graphs [29, 30, 52], the authors investigated a special case
of (2.51) with  = 0 and U = 0.
2.8.2 Hardcore Bose gas and the XY model
Let us focus on another special case of (2.51) where the on-site repulsion U = 1. In
this scenario nx for any x 2 V can only take the value 0 or 1, that is, particles interact
as if they were hard cores. The Hilbert space of this hardcore Bose gas is then (C2)
G,
which is spanned by the tensor product of the basis vectors
8>>>><>>>>:
0BBBBBBBBB@ 10
1CCCCCCCCCA
x
;
0BBBBBBBBB@ 01
1CCCCCCCCCA
x
9>>>>=>>>>;, represent-
ing respectively the occupation or non-occupation of vertex x. Naturally, the creation
and annihilation operators at x read
ayx =
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0 10 0
1CCCCCCCCCA ; az =
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0 01 0
1CCCCCCCCCA :
Notice that they do not satisfy the CCR anymore: axa
y
y   ayyax = (1   2nx)xy.
We can express the Hamiltonian of the hardcore Bose gas as
Hhc =   J2
X
hxyi2E
(ayxay + a
y
yax)   
X
x2V
nx: (2.52)
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Introduce the Pauli matrices
S 1 =
1
2
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0 11 0
1CCCCCCCCCA ; S 2 = 12
0BBBBBBBBB@ 0  ii 0
1CCCCCCCCCA ; S 3 = 12
0BBBBBBBBB@ 1 00  1
1CCCCCCCCCA :
Then up to an additive constant (2.52) becomes
Hhc =  J
X
hxyi2E

S 1xS
1
y + S
2
xS
2
y

  
X
x2V
S 3x; (2.53)
which is the Hamiltonian of the quantum (ferromagnetic) XY model, with  playing
the role of the external magnetic field. Therefore showing that hardcore Bose gas con-
denses on GSC graphs amounts to showing that the corresponding quantum XY model
has a phase transition.
In finding a point of attack to this problem, we review results which are known to
hold on arbitrary graphs. Given any infinite graph G, [16] showed that if the simple
random walk on G is recurrent, then for any J > 0, the quantum XY model at zero
field ( = 0) on G does not exhibit spontaneous magnetization. More precisely, if
fGngn = f(Vn; En)gn exhausts the recurrent graph G, and !n;; is the Gibbs state on Gn at
(; ), then for all  > 0,
lim
!0
lim
n!1
1
jVnj!n;;
0BBBBBB@X
x2Vn
S 1x
1CCCCCCA = 0:
This result generalizes the Mermin-Wagner theorem [62] from translationally invariant
lattices to arbitrary graphs. Note that  = 0 corresponds to bosons at half-filling (equal
number of occupied and unoccupied vertices on average).
Specializing to the situation on GSC graphs, we deduce that on any GSC graph with
ds  2, the quantum XY model at zero field does not undergo a phase transition. Under
this setting, the hardcore Bose gas at half-filling does not Bose condense. Conversely, if
condensation occurs on some GSC graph, then the graph is transient.
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The harder problem is to prove sucient conditions for which spontaneous magne-
tization,
lim
!0
lim inf
n!1
1
jVnj!n;;
0BBBBBB@
Xx2Vn S 1x

1CCCCCCA > 0;
or long-range order,
lim inf
n!1
1
jVnj2!n;;0
0BBBBBB@ X
hxyi2En

S 1xS
1
y + S
2
xS
2
y
1CCCCCCA > 0;
occurs for large enough . Either condition would imply the non-uniqueness of KMS
states at low temperatures [13, Section 6.2.6].
Problem 1. Given any GSC graph G, prove or disprove that the transience of sim-
ple random walk on G is a sucient condition for the quantum XY model on G to ex-
hibit spontaneous magnetization or long-range order at positive temperatures. In other
words, determine whether the hardcore Bose gas at half-filling condenses on any GSC
graph with ds > 2.
Recall that on Zd this has been answered in the positive by [26]. However the use of
Fourier transform was essential in their proof, which made the generalization to arbitrary
graphs dicult.
Though outside the scope of quantum mechanics, we also mention the abelian ver-
sion of the XY model on general graphs, which is better understood. It has the same
Hamiltonian (2.53), but with Sx = (S 1x; S 2x; S 3x) taking values in the unit 2-sphere, i.e.,P3
j=1(S
j
x)2 = 1. It is known that there is no spontaneous rotational symmetry break-
ing at any temperature for recurrent graphs [16, 61]. On the flip side, it appears that
transience of simple random walk is a necessary, but not sucient, condition for phase
transition in the classical XY model. Y. Peres conjectured that the sucient condition
is that there exists a p 2 (0; 1) such that upon performing an independent bond perco-
lation with probability p, the resultant infinite cluster supports transient simple random
walk [67, Conjecture 1.9].
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For GSC graphs, which possess strong symmetry and connectivity, we suspect that
transience alone is a sucient condition, though we are not aware of any previous work
on this matter. The key may be to prove a version of spin-wave condensation in the spirit
of [31].
Problem 2. Given any GSC graph G, prove or disprove that the transience of simple
random walk on G is a sucient condition for the classical XY model on G to exhibit
spontaneous magnetization or long-range order at positive temperatures.
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CHAPTER 3
DIRICHLET FORMS AND GREEN FORMS ON SIERPINSKI CARPETS
This chapter is a moderately amended version of Section 2 and the Appendix from
the paper ”Entropic repulsion of Gaussian free field on high-dimensional Sierpinski
carpet graphs,” [20], co-authored with Baris Ugurcan.
3.1 Introduction
As was mentioned in x2.2.1 of the previous chapter, the construction of Brownian mo-
tion on the Sierpinski carpet has a long and rich history. Barlow and Bass constructed a
diusion on the ”pre-carpet”
S1
N=0 `
N
FFN as the subsequential limit of reflecting Brow-
nian motions on `NFFN [3, 5, 6]. Kusuoka and Zhou provided a dierent construction
based on Dirichlet forms on approximating graphs [51] (see x3.2 for a brief discus-
sion). For nearly two decades it was unclear whether the two approaches gave rise to
the same unique Brownian motion. A recent seminal work of Barlow, Bass, Kumagai
and Teplyaev [8] showed that up to constant multiples, the family Ec of local, regular,
nonzero, conservative Dirichlet forms on L2(F; ), which are moreover invariant under
the local symmetries of the carpet (in the sense of [8, Definition 2.15]), contains only
one element. In particular, the Dirichlet forms associated with the Barlow-Bass con-
struction and the Kusuoka-Zhou construction both belong to Ec, and therefore the two
diusions are the same up to deterministic time change.
This leads to the following question: does there exist a more natural approach to
constructing diusion on the Sierpinski carpet?
As Barlow explained in his recent survey [2], a more natural approach, at least in the
eyes of the original authors, would be to show that the sequence approximating Dirichlet
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forms converges (in subsequence) in the sense of Mosco. In particular, one would like
to show that the limit form is a closable Markovian quadratic form, which can then be
extended to a local, regular Dirichlet form. Then by the theory expounded in Fukushima
et al. [21, 32], one may associate with this Dirichlet form a bona fide diusion (i.e., a
Hunt process) on the Sierpinski carpet. The diculty with this approach is that one
could not easily check whether the extended form is indeed local and regular.
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that the aforementioned Mosco con-
vergence indeed holds subsequentially along the sequence of approximating Sierpinski
carpet graphs, and that each limit form has almost all the advertised properties (except
locality).
Let us fix some notations apart from those already appearing in x2.1.1. For each
generalized Sierpinski carpet F, we consider two associated graphs; see Figure 3.1.
Let VN = `NFFN \ Zd. Introduce the graph GN = (VN ;), where throughout the
chapter, the edge relation ”” means that two vertices x; x0 are connected by an edge if
and only if their Euclidean distance kx   x0k = 1. Put G1 = SN2NGN = (V1;), which
we call the outer Sierpinski carpet graph. Observe that G1 is a subgraph of (Z+)d.
Next, let IN = `NFFN \

Zd +

1
2 ;
1
2 ;    ; 12

. Introduce the graph IN = (IN ;). Put
I1 = SN2N IN = (I1;), which we call the inner Sierpinski carpet graph. It is easy to
see that jIN j = mNF , and that there exist constants C and C0, independent of N, such that
CmNF  jVN j  C0mNF .
As is customary, we introduce the discrete Dirichlet form on graph G1 by
EG1( f1; f2) =
1
2
X
x;x02V1
xx0
( f1(x)   f1(x0))( f2(x)   f2(x0))
for all f1; f2 in the natural domain D(EG1) = f f 2 `2(V1) : EG1( f ; f ) < 1g. Similarly,
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.
(a)
.
(b)
Figure 3.1: The 3rd-level approximation of, respectively, the outer Sierpinski car-
pet graph G1 and the inner Sierpinski carpet graph I1, here shown
for the standard 2-dimensional Sierpinski carpet. According to the
conventions in the text, when embedded in (R+)d, the least vertex of
G1 is situated at the origin, while the least vertex of I1 is situated at
(12 ;    ; 12 ). All edges have Euclidean distance 1.
we define the discrete Dirichlet form on the graph I1 by
EI1( f1; f2) =
1
2
X
w;w02I1
ww0
( f1(w)   f1(w0))( f2(w)   f2(w0))
for all f1; f2 in the natural domainD(EI1) = f f 2 `2(I1) : EI1( f ; f ) < 1g. Furthermore,
let EGN = NFEG1 and EIN = NFEI1 be the renormalized Dirichlet forms, where F 2
(0;1) is the unique resistance scale factor associated with the carpet F. It is known
that simple random walk on either version of a Sierpinski carpet graph is transient if and
only if F < 1 [7, 60].
The plan of this chapter is as follows:
 Prove that (EIN)N Mosco converges in subsequence, and that each Mosco limit can
be extended to a regular Dirichlet form on L2(F1; 1), which is then shown to be
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comparable to some local regular Dirichlet form on L2(F1; 1) which is invariant
under the local symmetries of the carpet (x3.3).
 Demonstrate the subsequential convergence of the so-called discreteGreen forms
(i.e. Dirichlet forms on smooth measures) using the Mosco convergence result
(x3.3, x3.6.2).
 Compare the Dirichlet and Green forms EI1 and EG1 (and hence their renormal-
ized versions) (x3.4).
 Prove the limsup convergence of discrete Green forms on G1 (x3.5).
The main results of this chapter are Theorem 3.3.1, Theorem 3.3.2, and Lemma
3.5.1. We relegate some general facts from the theory of Dirichlet forms and of Mosco
convergence to x3.6.
Before marching into the details, we mention two implications of the results obtained
in this chapter. First, it is a known fact [23,63] that the Mosco convergence of Dirichlet
forms is equivalent to the strong resolvent convergence (in L2) of the associated self-
adjoint operators (i.e, the discrete Laplacians  N on IN in our setting). Let   denote
the limit operator, and let PN (resp. P) denote the orthogonal projection from L2(F; ) to
the domain of  N (resp. the domain of  ). By [79, Theorem 2], we then have
EN()PN ! E()P in subsequence for each  < ( );
where EN() (resp. E()) is the projection-valued spectral measure associated with  N
(resp.  ). In particular, this implies that for every  2 ( ), there are N 2 ( N)
such that N !  in subsequence. Hence we exhibit the precise mode in which the
eigenvalues of the discrete Laplacians converge to the eigenvalue of the continuum
Laplacian.
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The second application pertains to the convergence of the discrete Green forms,
which is otherwise known as strong resolvent convergence in the energy norm. This fact
turns out to play an essential role in studying the Gaussian free field on Sierpinski carpet
graphs, the details of which are reported in [20, x3-x4]. The reason for this connection
is actually not surprising from the constructive QFT point of view, as described in E.
Nelson’s formulation [64, 65]. In an exposition by Ro¨ckner [68]), the massless free
field on the measure space (X;m) is defined as a measure-indexed family of centered
Gaussian random variables f'g with covariance Cov('; ') = E(U;U), where E is
a local regular Dirichlet form on L2(X;m) which generates diusion on X, and U is the
0-order potential operator associated with E. Therefore, any quantitative information
of the free field is encoded in the Dirichlet form on smooth measures, which has as its
integral kernel the Green’s function.
Notations. If (X;m) denotes a measure space, then h f ; iX stands for
R
X
f d, pairing a
function f on X with a Borel measure . As before, c,C andC0 denote positive constants
which may change from line to line. Specific constants will be denoted with a numeral
subscript. Dependencies of the constant are indicated in parentheses. Finally, Cc(X)
denotes the space of continuous functions on X with compact support, and E denotes the
family of local, regular, nonzero, conservative Dirichlet forms on L2(F1; 1), which are
moreover invariant under the local symmetries of the carpet in the sense of [8, Definition
2.15].
3.2 Kusuoka-Zhou construction of Dirichlet forms
Let F be a generalized Sierpinski carpet, and I1 = (I1;) be the inner Sierpinski carpet
graph introduced in the previous subsection. For each N 2 N and each w 2 I1, let 	(N)w
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be the closed cube of side ` NF centered at `
 N
F w. We define the mean-value operator
P˜N : L1(F1; 1)! C(I1;R) by
(P˜N f )(w) =
1
1

	
(N)
w \ F1
 Z
	
(N)
w \F1
f (y)1(dy);
Similarly, if 1 is a Radon measure on F1 such that 1  1, then define P˜N1 =
P˜N
d1
d1

N , where N = 1mNF
1I1 is a self-similar measure on I1.
Let F0 :=
(
f 2 L2(F1; 1) : sup
N
EIN(P˜N f ; P˜N f ) < 1
)
. The following convergence
result for (EIN)N is originally due to Kusuoka and Zhou [51, Proposition 5.2 & Theorem
5.4], and later generalized in [37, Lemma 4.1 & Theorem 4.3].
Proposition 3.2.1. (i) There exists a constant C3:1 such that for all N;M  1 and all
f 2 F0,
EIN(P˜N f ; P˜N f )  C3:1EIN+M(P˜N+M f ; P˜N+M f ):
(ii) There exists (E;F0) 2 E and positive constants C3:2 and C3:3 such that for all
f 2 F0,
C3:2 sup
N
EIN(P˜N f ; P˜N f )  E( f ; f )  C3:3 lim
N!1
EIN(P˜N f ; P˜N f ): (3.1)
Remark 3.2.2. In their original work [51], Kusuoka and Zhou identified a family of
Dirichlet forms, denoted Dch, which are associated with cluster points of the sequence
of suitably rescaled Markov processes on IN . Then they proved (3.1) for any E 2 Dch,
and showed that (E;F0) is a local regular Dirichlet form. Note that Dch  E by virtue
of [8, Theorem 3.2].
Remark 3.2.3. We emphasize that Proposition 3.2.1 does not imply that the limit points
of

EIN

N
(in either the pointwise,  -, or the Mosco topology) belong to E. Rather, each
of them is comparable to any element of E, in the sense that for any limit point E¯ and
any E 2 E, there exist positive constants c andC such that cE( f ; f )  E¯( f ; f )  CE( f ; f )
for all f 2 F0. See Theorem 3.3.2 below.
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3.3 Convergence of discrete Green forms
In this subsection we shall consider Dirichlet forms on a class of smooth measures (in-
stead of functions), and derive a convergence result similar to Proposition 3.2.1. From
now on letM+(F) be the family of all nonnegative finite Borel measures on F, and let
M(0)0;ac(F) =
(
 2 M+(F) :   ; dd 2 F0
)
:
LetGIN : V1V1 ! R be the Green’s function for simple randomwalk on I1 killed
upon exiting IN . By the reproducing property of Green’s function, EI1(GIN (w; ); h) =
h(w) for all h 2 D(EI1) with supp(h)  IN . Therefore, denoting by UIN the 0-order
potential operator associated with EIN , we have
EIN(UIN; h) = hh; iIN =
1
mNF
X
w2IN
h(w)
d
dN
(w) = EIN
0BBBBBB@ NF 1mNF
X
w2IN
GIN (;w)
d
dN
(w); h
1CCCCCCA
for all h 2 D(EI1) with supp(h)  IN , and all nonnegative measures  with support in
IN . It follows that
EIN(UIN;UIN) = EIN
0BBBBBB@ NF 1mNF
X
w2IN
GIN (;w)
d
dN
(w);  NF
1
mNF
X
w02IN
GIN (;w0)
d
dN
(w0)
1CCCCCCA
=  NF
1
m2NF
X
w;w02IN
GIN (w;w
0)
d
dN
(w)
d
dN
(w0) (3.2)
for all such measures . The expression in (3.2) is what we shall call the Green form
corresponding to the Dirichlet form EIN . It has a kernel given by the (renormalized)
Green’s function  NF GIN , whence the name.
Our first main result of this chapter describes the convergence of the discrete Green
forms.
Theorem 3.3.1. There exist (E;F ) 2 E and constants C3:4(E);C3:5(E) such that
C3:4E(U;U)  lim
N!1
EIN

UIN P˜N;U
I
N P˜N

 lim
N!1E
I
N

UIN P˜N;U
I
N P˜N

 C3:5E(U;U) (3.3)
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for all  2 M(0)0;ac(F), where U is the 0-order potential operator associated with E.
While it is reasonable to expect that Theorem 3.3.1 follows from Proposition 3.2.1,
the connection is not immediate. To fill in the necessary gap, we shall establish the
(subsequential) Mosco convergence of the discrete Dirichlet forms (EIN)N , which is an
equivalent condition to (subsequential) strong resolvent convergence in L2 [23,63]. This
then implies (subsequential) strong resolvent convergence in the energy norm (Lemma
3.6.4). In addition, we will show that each Mosco limit point of (EIN)N is comparable to
some (and hence any) element of E, which finally leads to Theorem 3.3.1.
Our analysis of the Mosco limits draws from similar analysis of the  -limits by
Sturm [75] and by Kumagai and Sturm [49], whose goal was to construct diusions on
an arbitrary metric measure space via  -limits. For the reader’s convenience, we have
collected some general notions about  -convergence and Mosco convergence in x3.6.2.
Theorem 3.3.2. Let E( f ; f ) = lim
N!1E
I
N(P˜N f ; P˜N f ) and F  := f f 2 Cc(F1) : E( f ; f ) <
1g.
(i) F  is a Lipschitz space and is dense in Cc(F1).
(ii) There exists a subsequence (rN)N  N along which the Mosco limit EM :=
M- lim
N!1E
I
rN exists. Moreover, given any two Mosco limit points EM and E0M, there
exist constants C and C0 such that CEM( f ; f )  E0M( f ; f )  C0EM( f ; f ) for all
f 2 F .
For each Mosco limit point EM of (EIN)N:
(iii) (EM;F ) is a closable symmetric Markovian form on L2(F1; 1), and can be ex-
tended to a regular Dirichlet form (E¯; F¯ ) on L2(F1; 1) with core F .
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(iv) There exist E 2 E and constants C and C0 such that CE  E¯  C0E.
Remark 3.3.3. We do not, nor need not, assert that E¯ 2 E. One reason is that we
cannot check whether E¯ is (strongly) local. In [63, Theorem 4.4.1] a sucient condi-
tion was given for a sequence of (strongly) local regular Dirichlet forms on L2(X;m)
to  -converge to a (strongly) local regular Dirichlet form. The condition states that the
sequence of energy measures be bounded and absolutely continuous with respect to the
reference measure m on X. However, in the fractal setting, the energy measure and
the self-similar measure on the limiting fractal set are mutually singular [38] (see also
[11, 50] for the version of this statement on post-critically finite fractals, such as the
Sierpinski gasket).
On the other hand, since (E¯; F¯ ) is a regular Dirichlet form, one has E¯ = E¯(c) + E¯( j) +
E¯(k) by the Beurling-Deny formula (cf. [32, Section 3.2]), where E¯(c), E¯( j), E¯(k) stands
respectively for the diusion, jump, and killing part of E¯. In particular, E¯(c) is strongly
local, and assuming Proposition 3.2.1, one can show that E¯ and E¯(c) are comparable (cf.
[49, x2]).
Proof of Theorem 3.3.2. (i): By [6, Theorem 1.4], there is a (E;F ) 2 E associated
with a diusion on F1 whose heat kernel satisfies the following estimate: there exist
C1;C2;C3 and C4 such that for all x; y 2 F1 and t > 0,
C1t dh=dw exp
0BBBBBB@ C2  kx   ykdwt
! 1
dw 1
1CCCCCCA  pt(x; y)  C3t dh=dw exp
0BBBBBB@ C4  kx   ykdwt
! 1
dw 1
1CCCCCCA :
Then by [49, Theorem 4.1], F = Lip1( dw2 ; 2;1)(F1), the Besov-Lipschitz space which
consists of all f 2 L2(F1; 1) such that
sup
N2N[f0g
N(dw+dh)
Z Z
jx yj<c0 N
j f (x)   f (y)j2d1(x)d1(y) < 1
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for some  > 1 and c > 0. (See also [48] for an earlier derivation.) Using the inequality
(3.1), we deduce that F  = F is a Lipschitz space and hence is dense in C0(F). Note
that this is Assumption (B1) in [49, x3].
(ii): By [23, Proposition 8.10], it suces to show that L2(F1; 1) has a separable
dual (clear), and that there exists a function  : L2(F1; 1) ! R [ f+1g such that
lim
k f kL2!+1
( f ) = +1 and EIN(P˜N f ; P˜N f )  ( f ; f ) for all f 2 L2(F1; 1) and all su-
ciently large N. According to the right inequality in (3.1), one can fix ( f ) = CE( f ; f )
for some E 2 E and constant C.
As a consequence, L2(F1; 1) equipped with either the strong or the weak topology
has a countable base, so by [23, Theorem 8.5], any (sub)sequence of (EIN)N contains a
Mosco- (resp. weak  -) convergent (sub)subsequence. Moreover, EM( f ; f )  E( f ; f ) <
1 for all f 2 F  and for any Mosco limit point EM.
(iii): From Part (i) we have closability and regularity. Symmetry and the Markovian
property can be verified easily.
(iv): Take anyMosco convergent subsequence (EIrN )N and denote its limit point (resp.
the smallest closed extension thereof) by EM (resp. E¯). By Proposition 3.2.1(i), for all
N  1 we have
EIN(P˜N f ; P˜N f )  C2:1   w- lim
N0!1
EIrN0 (P˜rN0 f ; P˜rN0 f ) = C2:1  E¯( f ; f ):
Taking supN on both sides and using Proposition 3.2.1(ii) yields E¯( f ; f )  CE( f ; f ) 
C0E( f ; f ) for some E 2 E. Meanwhile E¯( f ; f )  E( f ; f )  C00E( f ; f ) via Proposition
3.2.1(ii) again. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1.
By Proposition 3.6.3 and Lemma 3.6.4, given each Mosco convergent subsequence
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(EIrN )N with limit EM and its smallest closed extension E¯, we have that for all  2
M(0)0;ac(F),
lim
N!1E
I
rN

UIrN P˜rN;U
I
rN P˜rN

= E¯

U¯; U¯

:
According to Theorem 3.3.2(iv), there exist (E;F ) 2 E and constants C(E);C0(E) such
that for all f 2 F ,
CE( f ; f )  E¯( f ; f )  C0E( f ; f ):
If f is a 0-order potential relative to E, then we can write f = U for some  2 S (0)0 .
Using the identity
E(U; h) =
Z ehd = E¯(U¯; h) for all  2 S (0)0 and h 2 Fe;
(where eh is the quasi-continuous modification of h, cf. x3.6.1), we then apply the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to E, and deduce that for all  2 M(0)0;ac(F),
[E¯(U¯; U¯)]2 = [E(U; U¯)]2  E(U;U)E(U¯; U¯)  C 1E(U;U)E¯(U¯; U¯);
or E¯(U¯; U¯)  C 1E(U;U). Reversing the role of E and E¯ gives the opposite in-
equality, and hence
(C0) 1E(U;U)  E¯(U¯; U¯)  C 1E(U;U):
Since this comparison holds when E¯ is the smallest closed extension of either the maxi-
mal and minimal cluster point of (EIN)N in the Mosco topology, we find (3.3).
3.4 Comparison of discrete Dirichlet & Green forms
In this section, we compare the discrete Dirichlet (and Green) forms on G1 and on I1.
Observe (from Figure 3.1) that for each ”center vertex” w 2 I1, there is a unique set
C(w) of 2d ”corner vertices” in V1 which are nearest neighbors of w, i.e., C(w) = fx 2
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V1 : kx   wk =
p
d=2g. Let Q˜ : C(V1;R) ! C(I1;R) be the projection operator given
by
(Q˜ f )(w) =
1
2d
X
x2C(w)
f (x):
Let GGN : V1  V1 ! R denote the Green’s function killed upon exiting GN .
Lemma 3.4.1. For all f 2 D(EG1),
EG1( f ; f )  EI1

Q˜ f ; Q˜ f

: (3.4)
It follows that for all nonnegative functions f on VN ,X
x;x02VN
GGN (x; x
0) f (x) f (x0)  22d
X
w;w02IN
GIN (w;w
0)(Q˜ f )(w)(Q˜ f )(w0): (3.5)
Proof. Observe that for every w1;w2 2 I1 with w1  w2,
(Q˜ f )(w1)   (Q˜ f )(w2) = 12d
X
x12C(w1)nC(w2)
x22C(w2)nC(w1)
z2C(w1)\C(w2)
x1zx2

( f (x1)   f (z)) + ( f (z)   f (x2)) :
The sum is over the dierence of f across 2d edges in G1 which are parallel to the line
segment w1w2, and whose vertices are nearest neighbors of either w1 or w2. Taking the
square of both sides, and applying the inequality (
Pn
k=1 ak)
2  n(Pnk=1 a2k), we obtainh
(Q˜ f )(w1)   (Q˜ f )(w2)
i2  1
2d
X
x12C(w1)nC(w2)
x22C(w2)nC(w1)
z2C(w1)\C(w2)
x1zx2
h
( f (x1)   f (z))2 + ( f (z)   f (x2))2
i
:
Upon summing over all w1;w2 2 I1, we note that each edge in G1 contributes at most
2d terms to the RHS, that is,
EI1(Q˜ f ; Q˜ f ) =
1
2
X
w1w2
h
(Q˜ f )(w1)   (Q˜ f )(w2)
i2
 1
2
 1
2d
 2d
X
x1;x22V1
x1x2
( f (x1)   f (x2))2 = EG1( f ; f ):
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This proves (3.4).
Next we turn to the Green form inequality (3.5). Observe that for all nonnegative
functions f , h on VN ,X
w2IN
(Q˜ f )(w)(Q˜h)(w) =
1
22d
X
w2IN
X
x;x02C(w)
f (x)h(x0)  1
22d
X
w2IN
X
x;x02C(w)
f (x)h(x)
=
1
2d
X
w2IN
X
x2C(w)
f (x)h(x)  1
2d
X
x2VN
f (x)h(x):
By the reproducing property of Green’s functions, we deduce that for all h : V1 ! R+
with support in VN ,
EI1
0BBBBBB@X
w2IN
GIN (;w)(Q˜ f )(w); Q˜h
1CCCCCCA  12d EG1
0BBBBBB@X
x2VN
GGN (; x) f (x); h
1CCCCCCA :
Taking h =
P
x2VN GGN (; x) f (x) and again applying the reproducing property yields
EI1
0BBBBBB@X
w2IN
GIN (;w)(Q˜ f )(w);
X
x2VN
Q˜GGN (; x) f (x)
1CCCCCCA  12d X
x;x02VN
GGN (x; x
0) f (x) f (x0):
To simplify notations, we introduce shorthands for the functions
f :=
X
w2IN
GIN (;w)(Q˜ f )(w) and f :=
X
x2VN
Q˜GGN (; x) f (x);
on IN . It is clear that
EI1( f; f) =
X
w;w02IN
GIN (w;w
0)(Q˜ f )(w)(Q˜ f )(w0):
Meanwhile, by the energy inequality (3.4) we just proved,
EI1( f; f)  EG1
0BBBBBB@X
x2VN
GGN (; x) f (x);
X
x02VN
GGN (; x0) f (x0)
1CCCCCCA = X
x;x02VN
GGN (x; x
0) f (x) f (x0):
So putting everything together,
0  EI1
 
f   12d f; f  
1
2d
f
!
= EI1( f; f)  
2
2d
EI1

f; f

+
1
22d
EI1( f; f)

X
w;w02IN
GIN (w;w
0)(Q˜ f )(w)(Q˜ f )(w0)   1
22d
X
x;x02VN
GGN (x; x
0) f (x) f (x0);
which yields (3.5).
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3.5 The main lemma
In this section, we establish the limsup convergence of discrete Green forms on G1,
which play a crucial role in the main proofs of [20].
Let GGN : VN  VN ! R be the restriction of GG1 on VN  VN; we have added
a superscript  to distinguish it from the Green’s function on G1 killed upon exiting
GN . Also introduce the probability measure N := 1jVN j1VN on VN . Define, for any
h 2 `1(VN;R) \ `1(VN;R),
UGN (hN) := 
 N
F
1
jVN j
X
x2VN
GGN (; x)h(x); UGN (hN) :=  NF
1
jVN j
X
x2VN
GGN (; x)h(x):
Writing EGN = NFEG1 for the renormalized discrete Dirichlet form on G1, we have
EGN

UGN (hN) ;U
G
N (hN)

=  NF
1
jVN j2
X
x;x02VN
GGN (x; x
0)h(x)h(x0)
by the reproducing property of GGN . Meanwhile, let us abuse notations slightly and
introduce the quadratic form
EGN(UGN (hN);UGN (hN)) :=  NF
1
jVN j2
X
x;x02VN
GGN (x; x
0)h(x)h(x0);
as it is suggestive of another Green form.
Lemma 3.5.1 (The main lemma). For every h 2 L1(F; )\L1(F; ), define hN : VN ! R
by hN() = h(` NF ). Then the following hold:
(i) lim
N!1E
G
N(U
G
N (hNN);U
G
N (hNN)) = limN!1E
G
N(U
G
N(hNN);U
G
N(hNN)).
For some (E;F ) 2 E:
(ii) There exists a constant C3:6(E) such that
lim
N!1E
G
N
 
UGN
  
d
d
!
N
N
!
;UGN
  
d
d
!
N
N
!!
 C3:6E(U;U)
for all  2 M(0)0;ac(F).
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(iii) There exists a constant C3:7(E) such that
lim
N!1 
N
F
*
1VN ;
X
x2VN
(GGN )
 1(; x)1VN (x)
+
VN
 C3:7CapE(F);
where

GGN
 1
denotes the matrix inverse of GGN , and CapE(F) denotes the 0-
capacity of F with respect to E.
For some general facts about the 0-order capacity (which will be used in the proof
of Part (iii)), please see x3.6.1.
Proof. (i): We need two facts. The first is the observation that " lim
N!1GGN (x; x
0) =
GG1(x; x
0) for all x; x0 2 V1, since the first exit time from GN increases unboundedly
with N. The second is the following two-sided Green’s function estimate on G1, proved
in [7, Theorem 5.3]: there exist constants C5, C6 such that for all x; x0 2 V1 with
dG1(x; x
0)  1,
C5  dG1(x; x0)dw dh  GG1(x; x0)  C6  dG1(x; x0)dw dh :
Note that dw   dh < 0 as G1 is a transient Sierpinski carpet graph. Therefore
N(x; x0) :=
GG1(x; x
0)  GGN (x; x0)
dG1(x; x0)dw dh
is bounded above by C6 (and bounded below by 0), and lim
N!1 N(x; x
0) = 0 pointwise.
Let us now estimate the dierence between the two sides of the equation in Part (i):
0  lim
N!1
h
EGN(UGN (hNN);UGN (hNN))   EGN(UGN(hNN);UGN(hNN))
i
= lim
N!1 
 N
F
1
jVN j2
X
x;x02VN

GG1(x; x
0)  GGN (x; x0)

hN(x)hN(x0)
= lim
N!1 
 N
F
1
jVN j2
X
x;x02VN
N(x; x0)  dG1(x; x0)dw dhhN(x)hN(x0)
 C lim
N!1 
 N
F
1
jVN j2
X
y;y02` NF VN
NF N(`
N
F y; `
N
F y
0)ky   y0kdw dhh(y)h(y0)
= C lim
N!1
Z
FF
N(`NF y; `
N
F y
0)
h(y)h(y0)dmN(y)dmN(y)
ky   y0kdh dw ; (3.6)
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where mN =
1
jVN j1` NF VN is a probability measure on F, and mN converges weakly to .
Now Z
FF
h(y)h(y0)d(y)d(y0)
ky   y0kdh dw  khk
2
1
Z
FF
d(y)d(y0)
ky   y0kdh dw < 1;
where we use a fact from geometric measure theory (see e.g. [59, Ch. 8]) that since 
is a dh-dimensional Hausdor measure with respect to the Euclidean norm k  k on the
compact metric space (F; k  k), Z
FF
d(y)d(y0)
ky   y0k < 1
for any  < dh. So by the reverse Fatou’s lemma for weakly converging measures (cf.
[69, 71]; see also [28, Theorem 1.1] for the statement and proof), the RHS of (3.6) is
bounded above by
C
Z
FF
lim
N!1
y1!y;y2!y0
 
N(`NF y1; `
N
F y2)h(y1)h(y2)
ky1   y2kdh dw
!
d(y)d(y0) = 0:
The result in (i) then follows.
(ii): By Part (i) and then (3.5), there exists a constant C(d) such that
lim
N!1E
G
N

UGN (hNN) ;U
G
N (hNN)

= lim
N!1E
G
N

UGN (hNN) ;U
G
N (hNN)

 C lim
N!1E
I
N

UIN

Q˜hNN

;UIN

Q˜hNN

:
We claim that Q˜hN can be replaced by P˜Nh in the above inequality. Indeed, for any
continuous function h on F,
lim
N!1 kQ˜hN   P˜NhkL1(IN ;N )
 lim
N!1
1
mNF
X
w2IN
1(	(N)w \ F)
Z
	
(N)
w \F
h(y)   12d Xx2C(w) h
 
x
`NF
! d(y)
 lim
N!1 supw2IN
sup
y2	(N)w \F
h(y)   12d Xx2C(w) h
 
x
`NF
! = 0:
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By the density ofCc(F) in L1(F; ), we can extend this result to all h 2 L1(F; )\L1(F; ).
Hence
lim
N!1E
I
N

UIN

Q˜hNN

;UIN

Q˜hNN

= lim
N!1
D
UIN

Q˜hNN

; Q˜hNN
E
IN
= lim
N!1
D
UIN

(Q˜hN + P˜Nh)N

; (Q˜hN   P˜Nh)N
E
IN + limN!1
D
UIN

P˜NhN

; P˜NhN
E
IN
= lim
N!1
D
UIN

P˜NhN

; P˜NhN
E
IN = limN!1E
I
N

UIN

P˜NhN

;UIN

P˜NhN

:
Now put h = dd for some  2 M(0)0;ac(F). It follows from the preceding discussions
and Theorem 3.3.1 that
lim
N!1E
G
N
 
UGN
  
d
d
!
N
N
!
;UGN
  
d
d
!
N
N
!!
 C lim
N!1E
I
N

UIN(P˜N);U
I
N(P˜N)

 C0E(U;U);
where C0 = CC2:5.
(iii): We recognize that for all h : VN ! R,*
 NF
X
x2VN
GGN (; x)(hN)(x); hN
+
VN

*
 NF
X
x2VN
GGN (; x)(hN)(x); hN
+
VN
: (3.7)
Fixing f : VN ! R, we let  = NF
X
x2VN
(GGN )
 1(; x) f (x) and  =
NF
X
x2VN
(GGN )
 1(; x) f (x). Then upon applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (3.7),
we find *
f ; NF
X
x2VN
(GGN )
 1(; x) f (x)
+2
VN
=
*
 NF
X
x2VN
GGN (; x)(x); o
+2
VN

*
 NF
X
x2VN
GGN (; x)(x); 
+
VN
*
 NF
X
x2VN
GGN (; x)o(x); o
+
VN

*
 NF
X
x2VN
GGN (; x)(x); 
+
VN
*
 NF
X
x2VN
GGN (; x)o(x); o
+
VN
=
*
f ; NF
X
x2VN
(GGN )
 1(; x) f (x)
+
VN
*
f ; NF
X
x2VN
(GGN )
 1(; x) f (x)
+
VN
:
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Hence for all f : VN ! R,*
f ; NF
X
x2VN
(GGN )
 1(; x) f (x)
+
VN

*
f ; NF
X
x2VN
(GGN )
 1(; x) f (x)
+
VN
:
In particular,
lim
N!1 
N
F
*
1VN ;
X
x2VN
(GGN )
 1(; x)1VN (x)
+
VN
 lim
N!1 
N
F
*
1VN ;
X
x2VN
(GGN )
 1(; x)1VN (x)
+
VN
= lim
N!1h1VN ; VN iVN ; (3.8)
where VN is the equilibrium measure on VN with respect to EGN . The equality in the
second line is just a direct calculation by
UGNVN = 
 N
F
1
jVN j
X
x2VN
GGN (; x)
dVN
dN
(x) = 1 on VN ;
cf. Proposition 3.6.2(ii). From this it also follows that  NF VN (VN)  1, and
UINQ˜VN = 
 N
F
1
mNF
X
w2IN
GIN (;w)
1
2d
X
x2C(w)
 
dVN
dN
!
(x)
 jVN j
mNF
kGI1k1 NF VN (VN) 
jVN j
mNF
kGI1k1 on IN :
So if we let ˆVN :=

jVN j
mNF
kGI1k1
 1
VN , then U
I
NQ˜ˆVN  1 on IN . Hence by Proposition
3.6.2(iv),
h1VN ; VN iVN  2d
mNF
jVN j h1IN ; Q˜VN iIN = 2
dkGI1k1h1IN ; Q˜ˆVN iIN
 2dkGI1k1h1IN ; IN iIN = 2dkGI1k1EIN(eIN ; eIN );
where IN and eIN are, respectively, the equilibrium measure and equilibrium potential
of IN with respect to EIN . Putting C7 := 2dkGI1k1, and applying Proposition 3.6.2(i) and
Proposition 3.2.1(ii), we find
lim
N!1h1VN ; VN iVN  C7 limN!1E
I
N
 
eIN ; eIN
  C7 lim
N!1E
I
N

P˜NeF ; P˜NeF

 C7C 12:2E(eF ; eF):
(3.9)
Inequalities (3.8) and (3.9) together imply the result.
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3.6 Appendix
3.6.1 Smooth measures and capacity
In this subsection we introduce the concepts of smooth measures and (0-order) capacity
with respect to a (transient) regular Dirichlet form. Much of this can be found in [32,
Chapter 2] and [21, Chapter 2].
Suppose (E;F ) is a regular Dirichlet form on L2(X;m). Let O denote the family of
all open subsets of X, and for each A 2 O, define LA = fu 2 F : u  1 m-a.e. on Ag.
The 1-capacity of the set A 2 O with respect to E is given by
CapE;1(A) =
8>>>><>>>>:
inf f2LA
h
E( f ; f ) + k f k2L2
i
; LA , ;
1; LA = ;
: (3.10)
If A  X is an arbitrary subset, then put CapE;1(A) = infB2O;AB CapE;1(B). A statement
is said to hold quasi-everywhere (q.e.) on A if and only if there exists a set U  A
with CapE;1(U) = 0 such that the statement holds everywhere on AnU. A function
f : X ! R is said to be quasi-continuous if for every  > 0, there exists an open set

 with CapE;1(
) <  such that f is continuous on Xn
. We say that v is a quasi-
continuous modification of f if v is quasi-continuous and v = f m-a.e, and denote v byef .
A positive Radon measure  on X is called a measure of finite energy integral (with
respect to E) if there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all f 2 F \Cc(X),Z
X
j f jd  C
h
E( f ; f ) + k f k2L2
i1=2
: (3.11)
We denote by S 0 the family of all measures of finite energy integral.
If furthermore (E;F ) is transient, then one may complete F in the E-norm, and
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(Fe := FE;E) is a Hilbert space called the extended Dirichlet space. Then we have the
following 0-order counterparts of the above notions: the 0-capacity of a set A 2 O,
denoted by CapE(A), is given by (3.10) with F and E( f ; f )+ k f k2L2 replaced respectively
by Fe and E( f ; f ). The 0-capacity of an arbitrary set A then follows similarly. Likewise,
a positive Radon measure  on X is called a measure of finite 0-order energy integral if
(3.11) holds with the same replacements. Denote by S (0)0 the family of all measures of
finite 0-order energy integral.
There is an important connection between S (0)0 and Fe, which is based on the Riesz
representation theorem. For every  2 S (0)0 , there exists a unique U 2 Fe such that
E( f ;U) = hef ; iX for all f 2 Fe. We shall refer to U : S (0)0 ! Fe as the 0-order
potential operator associated with E. Any h 2 Fe which can be written in the form
h = U for some  2 S (0)0 is called a 0-order potential relative to E.
Let us remark that S (0)0  S 0  S , where S is the family of smooth measures con-
sisting of all positive Borel measures  on X such that:
  charges no set of zero 1-capacity.
 There exists an increasing sequence (Fn)n of closed sets such that (Fn) < 1 for
all n, and that limn!1 CapE;1(KnFn) = 0 for any compact set K.
In general, elements of S 0 need not be absolutely continuous with respect to m, but
each of them can be approximated by a sequence of absolutely continuous measures, cf.
[32, Lemma 2.2.2]. Here we give the 0-order version of this statement.
Proposition 3.6.1. Let (E;F ) be a transient regular Dirichlet form on L2(X;m), and
let G and U denote respectively the -resolvent and the 0-order potential operator
associated with E. Given each  2 S (0)0 , let h := (U   G(U)) for each  2 N.
Then as ! 1, h  m converges vaguely to .
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Proof. This is the Yosida approximation (cf. [32, (1.3.18)]): h  0 m-a.e., and for
all f 2 F ,
(h; f )L2(m) = ((U   G(U)); f )L2(m)  !
!1 E(U; f ):
Therefore lim!1h f ; h  miX = h f ; iX for all f 2 F \Cc(X).
Last but not least, let us record several equivalent characterizations of the 0-capacity.
Proposition 3.6.2. Let (E;F ) be a transient regular Dirichlet form on L2(X;m). Fix an
arbitrary set B  X and suppose LB , ;.
(i) There exists a unique element eB inLB minimizing E(; ). In particular, CapE(B) =
E(eB; eB).
(ii) eB is the unique element of Fe satisfyingeB = 1 q.e. on B and E(eB; f )  0 for any
f 2 Fe with ef  0 q.e. on B.
(iii) There exists a unique measure B 2 S (0)0 supported in B such that eB = UB. In
particular,
CapE(B) = E(UB;UB) = hgUB; BiX:
(iv) If B is a compact set, then
CapE(B) = h1B; BiX = sup
n
E(U;U) :  2 S (0)0 ; supp()  B; fU  1 q.e.o
= sup
( h1B; i2X
E(U;U) :  2 S
(0)
0 ; supp()  B
)
:
Proof. The first two items are the 0-order version of [32, Theorem 2.1.5], as ex-
plained on [32, p. 74]. Item (iii) is proved in conjunction with [32, Lemma 2.2.10]. The
first two equalities in Item (iv) follow directly from (ii) and (iii), while the third equality
can be obtained by a variational argument.
The function eB and the measure B are known as, respectively, the 0-order equilib-
rium potential and equilibrium measure of the set B (with respect to E).
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3.6.2  -convergence and Mosco convergence
In this subsection we collect some elementary notions of  -convergence and Mosco
convergence; see [23, 63] for more details.
Let ((EN ;FN))N be a sequence of symmetric quadratic forms on H = L2(X;m),
where for each N, FN = f f 2 H : EN( f ; f ) < 1g denotes the natural domain of EN .
Also we shall fix a sequence (PN)N of orthogonal projections PN : H ! FN . Finally,
for each f 2 H , let N( f ) be the collection of all open neighborhoods of f with respect
to the usual topology onH .
Define
( - lim
N!1
EN)( f ; f ) = sup
U2N( f )
lim
N!1
inf
h2U
EN(PNh; PNh); (3.12)
( - lim
N!1EN)( f ; f ) = supU2N( f ) limN!1 infh2U EN(PNh; PNh): (3.13)
If the liminf (3.12) coincides with the limsup (3.13) for all f 2 H , then we say that the
sequence (EN)N  -converges, and denote the limit by  - lim
N!1EN .
One may also consider  -convergence with respect to the weak topology on H . In
particular put
( w- lim
N!1
EN)( f ; f ) = sup
U2Nw( f )
lim
N!1
inf
h2U
EN(PNh; PNh); (3.14)
where Nw( f ) denotes the collection of all open neighborhoods of f with respect to the
weak topology onH . If the weak liminf 3.14) coincides with the limsup (3.13), then we
say that the sequence (EN)N converges in the sense of Mosco, and denote the limit by
M- lim
N!1EN .
The above notions of convergence can be alternatively characterized in terms of
sequences in H . It can be shown (cf. [23, Ch. 8]) that E =  - lim
N!1EN if and only if the
following two conditions hold:
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( 1) For every sequence (uN)N in H converging to u, lim
N!1
EN(PNuN ; PNuN) 
E(Pu; Pu).
( 2) For every u 2 H , there is a sequence (uN)N in H converging to u such that
lim
N!1EN(PNuN ; PNuN)  E(Pu; Pu).
Replace ( 1) by the stronger condition
(w 1) For every sequence (uN)N in H converging weakly to u, lim
N!1
EN(PNuN ; PNuN) 
E(Pu; Pu).
Then E = M- lim
N!1EN if and only if (w 1) and ( 2) hold. Here P is the orthogonal
projection ontoD(E).
The relevance of Mosco convergence to our setting is due to the following fact.
Proposition 3.6.3. For each  > 0, let GN and G respectively denote the -resolvent
associated with EN and E. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) (Mosco convergence) E = M- lim
N!1EM.
(2) (Strong resolvent convergence in L2) For every  > 0 and every f 2 H ,
lim
N!1G
N
 PN f = GP f in L
2.
Proof. See, for example, [23, Theorem 13.6] or [63, Theorem 2.4.1].
Let us now specialize to the case where (EN)N is a sequence of regular Dirichlet
forms.
Lemma 3.6.4. Let ((EN ;FN))N be a Mosco convergent sequence of regular Dirichlet
forms onH , and assume that the limit form can be extended to a regular Dirichlet form
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(E;F ) onH . Then for all  > 0 and all h 2 F with h  0 m-a.e.,
lim
N!1EN

GN PNh;G
N
 PNh

= E(U(h  m);U(h  m)): (3.15)
Furthermore, if all the ((EN ;FN))N and (E;F ) are transient regular Dirichlet forms,
then for all h 2 Fe \ L1(X;m) with h  0 m-a.e.,
lim
N!1EN

GNPNh;GNPNh

= E(U(h  m);U(h  m)): (3.16)
Proof. By the identity
EN(GN PN f ; PNh) + (GN PN f ; PNh)L2 = (PN f ; PNh)L2 for all f ; h 2 F ; (3.17)
Proposition 3.6.3, and the conditions (w 1) and ( 2), one finds that for every  > 0 and
all h 2 F with h  0 m-a.e.,
0  lim
N!1EN

GN PNh   PNU(h  m); GN PNh   PNU(h  m)

 lim
N!1EN

GN PNh;G
N
 PNh

  2 lim
N!1
EN

GN PNh; PNU(h  m)

+ lim
N!1EN(PNU(h  m); PNU(h  m))
 lim
N!1

GN PNh; PNh

L2
   GN PNh2L2
 2 lim
N!1
h
PNU(h  m); PNh

L2
  

GN PNh; PNU(h  m)

L2
i
+E(U(h  m);U(h  m))


Gh; h

L2
   Gh2L2   2(U; h)L2 + 2 Gh;U(h  m)L2
+E(U(h  m);U(h  m)) = 0:
(In this case Ph = h.) To attain the last equality, notice first that since (F ;E) is a Hilbert
space, and
E

Gh; f

= hef ; iX = E(U(h  m); f ) for all f ; h 2 F ; h  0 m-a.e.;
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deduce thatGh = U(h m). Then apply the identity (3.17) with EN replaced by E. The
upshot is
lim
N!1EN

GN PNh;G
N
 PNh

= lim
N!1EN(PNU(h m); PNU(h m)) = E(U(h m);U(h m)):
Next, assuming the transience of the Dirichlet forms, we have that in the limit  # 0,
GN PNh

EN-converges to GNPNh , and (U(h  m)) E-converges to U(h  m) by [32,
Lemma 2.2.11]. A standard limiting argument yields (3.16).
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CHAPTER 4
PERIODIC BILLIARD ORBITS OF SELF-SIMILAR SIERPINSKI CARPETS
This chapter reports the author’s joint work with Robert G. Niemeyer [18].
4.1 Introduction
The subject of polygonal billiards is well-developed; see, e.g., [33, 34, 40, 44, 58, 72, 76,
77, 81] and the pertinent references therein for excellent surveys on the subject and the
current state of the art. There is a particular family of fractal sets, each of which can be
viewed as the limit of a sequence of polygonal approximations. M. L. Lapidus and R. G.
Niemeyer have begun investigating the billiard dynamics on the Koch snowflake fractal
billiard table and the so-called T-fractal billiard table; see [53–55]. Besides determining
periodic orbits of these two fractal billiard tables, these articles proposed a possible
framework in which one could begin investigating the billiard dynamics on an arbitrary
billiard table with fractal boundary.
In this article, we proceed to identify a collection of periodic billiard orbits in the
self-similar Sierpinski carpet billiard table 
(S a), where a := faig1i=1 is a constant se-
quence of positive odd integers with ai  3 for every i  1; see Figure 4.1. To fix
notations, we regard S a as a subset of the unit square Q in R2, and fix the lower-left
corner of Q to be the origin (0; 0). The boundary of an open square removed in the
construction of S a is referred to as a peripheral square of S a.
The basis for our work is the recent result of [25] by E. Durand-Cartagena and J.
Tyson, who identified all the possible slopes of nontrivial line segments in a given
Sierpinski carpet S a. Up to isometries of the square, this set of slopes, denoted by
Slopes(S a), is a finite set of rational values, and equals the disjoint union of Aa and Ba,
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Figure 4.1: The first three approximations of the self-similar Sierpinski carpet S 5.
The explicit construction of a Sierpinski carpet is given in x4.2.1.
where (see Theorem 4.1 of [25])
Aa =
(
p
q
: p + q  a; 0  p < q  a   1; p; q 2 N [ f0g; p + q is odd
)
;
Ba =
(
p
q
: p + q  a   1; 0  p  q  a   2; p; q 2 N; p and q are odd
)
:
We note that Aa 2 ( Aa and Ba 2 ( Ba. Roughly speaking, a nontrivial line segment of
slope  2 Aa can emanate from the origin (0; 0), and a nontrivial line segment of slope
 2 Ba can emanate from ( 12 ; 0), although the association between the slope set and
starting point is not absolute. For example, in S 7, the line segments emanating from,
respectively, (0; 0) and ( 12 ; 0), with slope
2
3 2 A7 are both nontrivial line segments; see
the examples in Items (1)–(4) in x4.3 and the detailed discussion of such examples in
4.4.
Key to our description of particular family of periodic orbits of a self-similar Sierpin-
ski carpet is analyzing whether nontrivial line segments hit or avoid peripheral squares
of S a. It has already been shown in [25] that nontrivial line segments of slope  2 Ba
starting from (12 ; 0) avoid all peripheral squares of S a. We show below in Theorem 4.3.4
an important distinction between nontrivial line segments of slope  2 Aa 2 and those
of slope  2 AanAa 2. Our result is as follows. Suppose that the line segment starts
from (0; 0). If the segment has slope  2 Aa 2, then it avoids all peripheral squares of
S a. If the segment has slope  2 AanAa 2, then it must intersect with the corner of some
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peripheral square of S a. This distinction was not stated in Theorem 4.1 of [25], and
turns out to play an essential role in identifying particular periodic billiard orbits of a
self-similar Sierpinski carpet billiard.
We then apply the results about nontrivial line segments to obtain information about
the billiard orbits. This is achieved via a sequence of arguments regarding the scal-
ing of cells and reflected-unfolding of particular orbits. We view a Sierpinski carpet
as the unique fixed point attractor of a sequence of rational polygonal approximations
(or prefractal approximations). As such, we investigate the limiting behavior of par-
ticular sequences of compatible periodic orbits of prefractal billiard tables.1 Our main
result, stated more precisely in Theorem 4.4.2, says that the following orbits in 
(S a)
are periodic:
 Those starting from (0; 0) with slope  2 Aa 2.
 Those starting from ( r2an ; 0) with slope  2 Ba, for any n 2 N and any positive odd
integer r < 2an.
A priori, this list does not exhaust all of the initial conditions giving rise to periodic
orbits of 
(S a). In addition to describing particular periodic orbits, we can understand
what constitutes the larger collection of closed orbits of 
(S a). In Proposition 4.4.3,
we show that an orbit starting from ( kan ; 0) with slope  2 Aa 2, some n 2 N, and some
positive integer k < an is always closed, but not always periodic.
We believe that investigating the self-similar Sierpinski carpet billiard table may in-
spire further studies on related billiard tables with corresponding translation surfaces of
infinite genus. Indeed, while we can identify the translation surface of the pre-Sierpinski
carpet billiard table S a;n, and show that their genera grow unboundedly as n ! 1 (see
1We present the necessary concepts and definitions from the subject of fractal billiards in x4.2.3.
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x4.4.1), it is unclear how one may define a translation surface for the fractal billiard
table 
(S a), since S a has zero Lebesgue area. In x4.5, we propose to investigate two
related billiard tables which share similar features with S a, but have nonzero Lebesgue
area.
This chapter is organized as follows: In x4.2, we provide some background on the
Sierpinski carpet, mathematical billiards, and translation surfaces. Our result on non-
trivial line segments in S a, which clarifies part of Theorem 4.1 in [25], is described in
x4.3. The core of this article is contained in x4.4, where we identify the two types of
periodic billiard orbits in S a, and describe the translation surface corresponding to the
pre-Sierpinski carpet billiard table. Open problems are addressed in x4.5.
4.2 Background
In this section, we provide the necessary background for understanding the remainder of
the article. We will give the necessary definitions from the field of fractal geometry and
mathematical billiards, as well as the pertinent terms from [25]. In addition to this, we
will draw upon the vocabulary of the emerging field of fractal billiards when discussing
a self-similar Sierpinski carpet billiard 
(S a) in x4.4; see [53–55].
4.2.1 Self-similarity and Sierpinski carpets
Definition 4.2.1 (A self-similar Sierpinski carpet via an IFS). Let a  3 be a positive
odd integer and i : R2 ! R2 a similarity contraction defined as:
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i(x) :=
1
a
(x + (ui; vi)); (4.1)
where ui; vi 2 N [ f0g, 0  ui  a   1, 0  vi  a   1 and (ui; vi) , (a 12 ; a 12 ).
Then, figa2 1i=1 is an iterated function system. The unique fixed point attractor of the map
() := Sa2 1i=1 i() is called a self-similar Sierpinski carpet.
We recall the notation used in constructing Sierpinski carpets in [25]. Let
a = (a 11 ; a
 1
2 ; :::) 2
(
1
3
;
1
5
;
1
7
; :::
)N
:
Let Q be the unit square. Beginning with S 0 := Q, partition S 0 into a21 equal squares
of side-length a 11 and remove the middle open square, leaving a
2
1   1 many squares.
We denote the union of the remaining squares by S a;1 and refer to S a;1 as the first level
approximation of the Sierpinski carpet S a. Then, partition each remaining square with
side-length a 11 into a
2
2 many squares with side-length a
 1
1  a 12 . From each square with
side-length a 11 , remove the middle open square of side-length a
 1
1  a 12 . The union of
the remaining squares of side-length a 11 a 12 constitutes the second level approximation
S a;2 of a Sierpinski carpet S a. Continuing this process ad infinitum, we construct the
Sierpinski carpet S a. More precisely,
S a =
1\
n=0
S a;n; (4.2)
where S a;0 = S 0.
Definition 4.2.2 (A self-similar Sierpinski carpet). If a = fa 1i g1i=0, with ai = 2ki + 1
and ki 2 N, is a periodic sequence, then the Sierpinski carpet S a is called a self-similar
Sierpinski carpet.
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Figure 4.2: We see here an example of a cell C1;7 of S 7;1. While this cell is clearly
shown as a subset of S 7;2, it has a side-length that indicates it is called
a cell of S 7;1.
Both Definitions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 are equivalent. More precisely, when a is a constant
sequence, then it is clear how the two definitions are equivalent. When a is a nonconstant
periodic sequence, then there exists a0 such that S a is the unique fixed point attractor
of an appropriately defined iterated function system figa02 1i=1 . For the purposes of this
chapter, it may be advantageous to use one definition over another, depending on the
context of the situation.2
Definition 4.2.3 (A cell of S a;n). Let a0 = 2k0 + 1, k0 2 N. Consider a partition of
the unit square Q = S 0 into a20 many squares of side-length a
 1
0 . A subsquare of the
partition is called a cell of S 0 and is denoted by C0;a0 . Let S a be a Sierpinski carpet and
n  0. Consider a partition of the prefractal approximation S a;n into subsquares with
side-length (a0  a1    an) 1. A subsquare of the partition of S a;n is called a cell of S a;n
and is denoted by Cn;a0a1an and has side-length (a0  a1    an) 1.
Let a be a constant sequence of odd, positive integers such that S a is a self-similar
2For a more detailed discussion of self-similar sets and iterate function systems, see [41]. For a more
complete treatment of the subject of fractal geometry, see [27].
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Sierpinski carpet and figa2 1i=1 an iterated function system for which S a is the unique fixed
point attractor. If Cn;an is a cell of S a;n, then Cn;an = in      i1(Q) for suitably chosen
i1; i2; :::; in.
We now define the important notion of a peripheral square.
Definition 4.2.4 (Peripheral square). In accordance with the convention established in
[25], the boundary of an open square removed in the construction of S a is called a
peripheral square of S a. By convention, the unit square Q = S 0 is not a peripheral
square.
Example 4.2.5 (A cell of the prefractal S 7;1). In Figure 4.2, we see an example of a cell
of the prefractal approximation S 7;1. We wish to emphasize the fact that the cell with the
middle open square removed constitutes the scaling of S 7;1 (relative to the origin) by 17 .
At times, we may make reference to a cell Cm;am , even when such a region is considered
as a subset of S a;n for n > m. In such a case, a cell Cm;am will contain peripheral squares
of S a;n with side length a k for all k such that m < k  n.
Also of great importance is the notion of a nontrivial line segment.
Definition 4.2.6 (Nontrivial line segment of S a). A nontrivial line segment of a Sierpin-
ski carpet S a is a (straight-line) segment of the plane contained in S a that has nonzero
length.
Notation 4.2.7. Let S a be a Sierpinski carpet. We denote by Slope(S a) the set of slopes,
with values in [0; 1], of nontrivial line segments in S a. There is no loss of generality,
since applying an isometry of the square to a slope  2 Slope(S a) yields a slope of 1 ,
 , or   1

.
Theorem 4.1 of [Du-CaTy]. Let a = (1a ;
1
a ;
1
a ; :::) be a constant sequence. Then the set
of slopes of nontrivial line segments Slope(S a) is the union of the following two sets:
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Aa =
(
p
q
: p + q  a; 0  p < q  a   1; p; q 2 N [ f0g; p + q is odd
)
; (4.3)
Ba =
(
p
q
: p + q  a   1; 0  p  q  a   2; p; q 2 N; p and q are odd
)
: (4.4)
Moreover, if  2 Aa, then each nontrivial line segment in S a with slope  touches vertices
of peripheral squares, while if  2 Ba, then each nontrivial line segment in S a with slope
 is disjoint from all peripheral squares. For each  2 Aa [ Ba, there exist maximal line
segments in S a with slope . Finally, if b < a, then any maximal nontrivial line segment
in S b is also contained in S a. In particular, Slope(S b)  Slope(S a).
Observe that Aa 2 ( Aa and Ba 2 ( Ba. For concreteness, we give Slope(S a) for the
first four self-similar Sierpinski carpets:
A3 =
(
0;
1
2
)
; B3 = f1g ;
A5 =
(
0;
1
4
;
1
2
;
2
3
)
; B5 =
(
1
3
; 1
)
;
A7 =
(
0;
1
6
;
1
4
;
2
5
;
1
2
;
2
3
;
3
4
)
; B7 =
(
1
5
;
1
3
; 1
)
;
A9 =
(
0;
1
8
;
1
6
;
1
4
;
2
7
;
2
5
;
1
2
;
2
3
;
3
4
;
4
5
)
; B9 =
(
1
7
;
1
5
;
1
3
;
3
5
; 1
)
:
We have presented the slopes in color in order to represent those in, respectively,
Aa 2, Aa n Aa 2, Ba 2, and Ba n Ba 2. Note that the elements of Aa nAa 2 (resp., Ba nBa 2)
are bolded while the elements of Aa 2 (resp., Ba 2) are not bolded. For example, the
elements 14 ,
1
3 and
2
3 in Slope(S 5) listed above are bolded, while the elements 0,
1
2 and
1 in Slope(S 5) are not. The distinction between slopes in Aa 2 and slopes in Aa n Aa 2
will be crucial to our refinement of Theorem 4.1 of [25] stated below as Theorem 4.3.4,
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Figure 4.3: A demonstration of how a billiard ball reflects in the suciently
smooth boundary of a billiard table.
as well as our main results concerning the billiard 
(S a) stated in Theorem 4.4.2 and
Proposition 4.4.3.
4.2.2 Mathematical billiards
Consider a point mass making a collision in a boundary subject to the Law of Reflection.
That is, the angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence. Alternatively (and
equivalently), one may consider the incoming vector reflected through the tangent at
the point of collision; see Figure 4.3. Furthermore, we require, prior to colliding in the
boundary, that the point mass be traveling in a straight line. For the remainder of the
article, we assume that a mathematical billiard table 
(D) with boundary D is a path-
connected region in the plane with suciently piecewise smooth boundary3 that is also
simple and connected; see Figure 4.4 for an example of such a billiard table.
An initial condition of the billiard flow is given by (x0; 0), where we take x0 to be
on the boundary D of the billiard table 
(D) and 0 to be an angle measured relative
to the tangent line at x0. The next point of collision x1 in the boundary is determined
by the billiard map fD. That is, fD(x0; 0) = (x1; 1), where 1 is an inward pointing
3In the case of a polygonal billiard table, there are finitely many vertices where a well-defined tangent
does not exist.
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Figure 4.4: The billiard table with a boundary that is an ellipse constitutes an ex-
ample of a mathematical billiard.
vector based at x1. Then, successive iterates f k, k  1, of the billiard map f determine
the collision point xk of the billiard ball in the boundary D of the billiard table. To be
clear, the angle of reflection k, determined from the Law of Reflection, is the angle
made by the vector based at xk pointing inward towards the interior of 
(D), measured
relative to the tangent based at xk. Then, one can describe an equivalence relation  on

(D)  S 1 that amounts to identifying the outward pointing vector based at a point xk
with the inward pointing vector based at xk.4
Then fD([(x0; 0)]) = [(x1; 1)], where 1 is the angle made by the inward pointing
vector, measured relative to the tangent at x1. For now, we shall denote by (x; ) the
equivalence class of [(x; )], relative to the equivalence relation . That is, (x; ), such
that  is the angle determined from the inward pointing vector, is the representative
element of the equivalence class [(x; )]. In order to reduce the complexity of the phase
space, we only consider the space (D  S 1)= .
Definition 4.2.8 (An orbit of 
(D)). Let fD be the billiard map describing the discrete
billiard flow in the phase space (
(D)S 1)= . An orbit O(x0; 0) of
(D) is then given
by f f nD(x0; 0)g1n=0. Equivalently, an orbit may be written as f f nD(x0; 0)g 1n=0.
4For a more complete treatment of the billiard map fD, the billiard flow t in the phase space and an
equivalence relation placed on 
(D)  S 1, see [72].
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We frequently make an abuse of notation and say that an orbit is the path traversed
by the billiard ball connecting the base points xi of f iD(x
0; 0), 0  i  N.
Definition 4.2.9 (A closed orbit of
(D)). An orbitO(x0; 0) of
(D) is said to be closed
if the orbit consists of finitely many elements.
Definition 4.2.10 (A periodic orbit of 
(D)). Let O(x0; 0) be a closed orbit of 
(D).
If there exists a least integer m  1 such that f m(x0; 0) = (x0; 0), then we say the orbit
O(x0; 0) is a periodic orbit.
Remark 4.2.11. One does not call an orbit closed simply because one decides to arbi-
trarily terminate the billiard flow. If, under the billiard flow, the billiard ball intersects a
point of the boundary for which reflection cannot be determined in a well-defined man-
ner, then the billiard ball trajectory terminates at that point. Such an orbit is then called
singular. If O(x0; 0) is a singular orbit and there exists k 2 N such that the base point
x k of f  k(x0; 0) is a point of D not admitting a well defined derivative, then we say
O(x0; 0) forms a saddle connection. In the context of this chapter, O(x0; 0) is also a
closed orbit.
Definition 4.2.12 (A dense orbit of
(D)). If the path traversed by a billiard ball is dense
in 
(D) (forward or backward in time), then the orbit O(x0; 0) is said to be dense in

(D).
Definition 4.2.13 (Rational polygonal billiard). A rational polygon is a polygon where
each interior angle vi is of the form
pi
qi
, pi; qi 2 Z, qi , 0. A rational polygonal billiard
is a billiard table with boundary D, where D is a rational polygon.
Translation surfaces via rational polygonal billiard tables
Consider a rational polygonal billiard 
(D) with interior angles p1q1 ; :::;
pk
qk
. If N =
lcm(q1; :::; qk), then, by appropriately identifying the sides of 2N many copies of 
(D),
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Figure 4.5: A translation surface constructed from the unit square billiard 
(R).
Opposite and parallel sides are identified.
we can construct a compact, connected orientable surface with finitely many conic sin-
gularities, with the coordinate changing functions given by translations.5 In addition, if
the conic angle about a conic singularity is 2, then the singularity is called a remov-
able singularity; if the conic angle is greater than 2, then the singularity is called a
non-removable singularity.
Consider the unit square Q. Then, N = lcm(2; 2; 2; 2) = 2. In Figure 4.5, we indicate
how the sides of 2N = 4 many copies of 
(Q) must be identified so as to produce a
translation surface. In this example, each corner is identified with three other corners
to produce a singularity of the translation surface. In each case, such a singularity has
a conic angle of 2. This implies that the billiard flow at each vertex can be made well
defined. We note that, in this case of the square, the translation surface is topologically
equivalent to the flat torus.
If fu1; u2g is a basis for R2, then a vector z 2 R2 is called rational with respect to
fu1; u2g if z = mu1+nu2, for some m; n 2 Z. Combining the results of [35] with Theorem
3 of [34], we can state the following result, which we do not claim as a new theorem,
5For a more complete definition of translation surface as well as descriptions of closely related types
of surfaces, please see [34, 40, 58, 81] and the relevant references therein.
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but which we rephrase in a way that is suitable for our purposes.6
Theorem 4.2.14 ([34]). Let S(D) be a translation surface determined from a rational
polygonal billiard 
(D). If S(D) is a branched cover of a singly punctured torus, then
a geodesic on S(D) is periodic or forms a saddle connection if and only if the geodesic
has a direction that is rational. In addition, a geodesic on S(D) is dense if and only if
the geodesic has a direction that is irrational.
Theorem 4.2.14 is equivalent to the following, similarly attributed to E. Gutkin.
Theorem 4.2.15 ([34]). Let 
(D) be a rational billiard table that is tiled by an inte-
grable billiard7 table 
(P). Then an orbit on 
(D) is closed if and only if the orbit has
an initial direction that is rational. In addition, an orbit on S(D) is dense if and only if
the orbit has an initial direction that is irrational.
If 
(D) is a rational polygon with k many sides and interior angles piqi , i  k and
N = lcmfq1; q2; :::; qkg, then the genus g of a translation surface constructed from a
rational polygonal billiard 
(D) is given by8
g = 1 +
N
2
0BBBBB@k   2   kX
i=1
1
ni
1CCCCCA : (4.5)
Unfolding a billiard orbit and equivalence of flows
Consider a rational polygonal billiard 
(D) and an orbit O(x0; 0) of 
(D). Reflecting
the billiard
(D) and the orbit in the side of the billiard table containing the base point x1
6This same statement is also given in [54] and is similarly attributed to E. Gutkin.
7If 
(D) is a billiard table that tiles the plane, then 
(D) is called an integrable billiard table.
8See [58] for an explanation of the formula describing the genus of a translation surface determined
from a rational billiard table 
(D).
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Figure 4.6: Partially unfolding an orbit of the square billiard 
(Q).
Figure 4.7: Unfolding an orbit of the square billiard 
(Q).
of the orbit (x1 being the first point of collision after starting from x0) partially unfolds
the orbit O(x0; 0); see Figure 4.6 for the case of the square billiard. Continuing this
process until the orbit is a straight line produces as many copies of the billiard table
as there are base points of the orbit; see Figure 4.7. That is, if the period of an orbit
O(x0; 0) is some positive integer p, then the number of copies of the billiard table in the
unfolding is also p. We refer to such a straight line as the unfolding of the billiard orbit.
We note that the construction of a translation surface from a rational billiard 
(D)
amounts to letting a group of symmetries act on 
(D); see x4.2.2. That is, a rational
billiard 
(D) can be acted on by a dihedral group DN to produce a translation surface in
a way that is similar to unfolding the billiard table. Hence, we can quickly see how the
billiard flow is dynamically equivalent to the geodesic flow on the associated translation
surface; see Figure 4.8 and the corresponding caption.
One may modify the notion of “reflecting” so as to determine orbits of a billiard table
tiled by a rational polygonal billiard 
(D). As an example, we consider the unit-square
billiard table. An appropriately scaled copy of the unit-square billiard table can be tiled
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Figure 4.8: Rearranging the unfolded copies of the unit square from Figure 4.7
and correctly identifying sides so as to recover the flat torus, we see
that the unfolded orbit corresponds to a closed geodesic on the trans-
lation surface.
by the unit-square billiard table by making successive reflections in the sides of the unit
square. One may then unfold an orbit of the unit-square billiard table into a larger square
billiard table. When the unfolded orbit of the original unit-square billiard intersects the
boundary of the appropriately scaled (and larger) square, then one continues unfolding
the billiard orbit in the direction determined by the Law of Reflection.9 We will refer to
such an unfolding as a reflected-unfolding.
We may continue this process in order to form an orbit of a larger scaled square
billiard table. Suppose that an orbit O(x0; 0) has period p. If s is a positive integer, then
we say that O s(x0; 0) is an orbit that traverses the same path as O(x0; 0) s-many times.
For suciently large s 2 N, an orbit that traverses the same path as an orbit O(x0; 0)
s-many times can be reflected-unfolded in an appropriately scaled square billiard table
to form an orbit of the larger billiard table; see Figure 4.9. Such a tool is useful in
understanding the relationship between the billiard flow on a rational polygonal billiard

(D) and a billiard table tiled by 
(D), and will be particularly useful in understanding
the material presented in the sequel.
9That is, assuming the unfolded orbit is long enough to reach a side of the larger square.
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Figure 4.9: Unfolding the orbit of the unit-square billiard in a (larger) scaled copy
of the unit-square billiard. This constitutes an example of a reflected-
unfolding of an orbit. The edges of the original unit-square billiard
table and the segments comprising the orbit have been thickened to
provide the reader with a clearer view of what is the orbit of the unit
square and what constitutes the reflected-unfolding of the orbit of the
larger square.
The billiard table 
(S a;n)
We note that S a;n does not have a connected boundary. However, the boundary of S 0 and
the boundary of each omitted square is connected. In addition, the notation “
(D)” in-
dicates that D is the boundary of the billiard table. To be technically correct, 
(@S a;n) is
the proper way of referring to the prefractal billiard table. In order to simplify notation,
we refer to the prefractal billiard table by 
(S a;n).
Clearly, each prefractal billiard 
(S a;n) can be interpreted as a square billiard with
open subsquares removed. In fact, every prefractal billiard 
(S a;n) is a rational billiard
table.
Notation 4.2.16. Due to the fact that Theorem 4.1 in [25] refers to the slope of a non-
trivial line segment and we frequently refer to the main result of [25], we will denote
the initial condition (x0n; 
0
n) of an orbit of 
(S a;n) by (x
0
n; 
0
n), where 
0
n = tan(
0
n).
Definition 4.2.17 (An orbit of the cell Ck;ak of 
(S a;k)). Consider the boundary of a cell
Ck;ak of 
(S a;k) as a barrier to the billiard flow.10 Then an orbit determined by reflecting
10Here, Ck;ak is a cell of the kth prefractal approximation S a;k, as given in Definition 4.2.3 with each a j
equal to a.
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Figure 4.10: An example of an orbit of a cell of S 7;1.
in the boundary of the cell and with an initial condition contained in the cell is called an
orbit of the cell Ck;ak of 
(S a;k).
Example 4.2.18. In Figure 4.2, we saw an example of a cell of S 7;1. In Figure 4.10, we
see an example of an orbit of the same cell. The orbit of the cell shown has an initial
condition of ((0; 0); 23 ).
Remark 4.2.19. So as to be clear, the boundary of the cell Ck;ak does not form a barrier
to the billiard flow on 
(S a;k). Rather, we are treating the cell Ck;ak as a billiard table in
its own right, embedded in the larger prefractal approximation 
(S a;k). Our motivation
for doing so is found in the fact that we can proceed to reflect-unfold an orbit of a cell
in 
(S a;k).
Recall from Definition 4.2.1 that a self-similar Sierpinski carpet S a is the unique
fixed point attractor of a suitably chosen iterated function system f jga2 1j=1 consisting of
similarity contractions. In light of this, an orbit of a cell Ck;ak of 
(S a;k) is the image of
an orbit O0(x00; 
0
0) of the unit-square billiard 
(S 0) under the action of a composition of
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Figure 4.11: In the first image on the left, we see an orbit of 
(S 0) that has an
initial condition of (( 310 ; 0);
1
3 ). In the second image, we see that the
same orbit would intersect the omitted square in the first level ap-
proximation of
(S 5). The third image is an orbit of
(S 5;1) with the
same initial condition as the orbit shown in the first image.
contraction mappings mk   m1 , with 1  mi  a2 1 and 1  i  k, determined from
the iterated function system f jga2 1j=1 for which S a is the unique fixed point attractor.
4.2.3 Fractal billiards
We recall various definitions from [54]. So that the reader may find the definitions more
accessible, we phrase the following in terms of a self-similar Sierpinski carpet S a and a
prefractal approximation S a;n.
Definition 4.2.20 (Compatible initial conditions). Without loss of generality, suppose
that n and m are nonnegative integers such that n > m. Let (x0n; 
0
n) 2 (
(S a;n)  S 1)= 
and (x0m; 
0
m) 2 (
(S a;m)  S 1)=  be two initial conditions of the orbits On(x0n; 0n)
and Om(x0m; 
0
m), respectively, where we are assuming that 
0
n and 
0
m are both inward
pointing. If 0n = 
0
m and if x
0
n and x
0
m lie on a segment determined from 
0
n (or 
0
m) that
intersects @S a;n only at x0n, then we say that (x
0
n; 
0
n) and (x
0
m; 
0
m) are compatible initial
conditions.
Remark 4.2.21. When two initial conditions (x0n; 0n) and (x0m; 0m) are compatible, then
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Figure 4.12: In this figure, we see on the left an orbit of 
(S 3;1) beginning at a
point on the side of the peripheral square indicated by the small disc.
On the right, we see an orbit of the square billiard 
(S 0) beginning
at the origin (0; 0) (again, indicated by a small disc) with the same
initial direction as the orbit on the left. While both initial base points
are collinear in the direction dictated by the initial direction of ei-
ther orbit, these two orbits are not compatible because their initial
conditions are not compatible. Specifically, the line connecting the
two initial base points intersects an additional point of the boundary
of the billiard table, thereby preventing the initial conditions from
being compatible initial conditions.
we simply write each as (x0n; 
0) and (x0m; 
0). If two orbits Om(x0m; 
0
m) and On(x
0
n; 
0
n)
have compatible initial conditions, then we say such orbits are compatible.
It may be the case that an initial condition (x0n; 
0
n) is not compatible with (x
0
m; 
0
m), for
any m < n. As such, in Definitions 4.2.22 and 4.2.23, we consider sequences beginning
at i = N, for some N  0; see Figure 4.12 and the corresponding caption.
Definition 4.2.22 (Sequence of compatible initial conditions). Let f(x0i ; 0i )g1i=N be a se-
quence of initial conditions, for some integer N  0. We say that this sequence is a
sequence of compatible initial conditions if for every m  N and for every n > m, we
have that (x0n; 
0
n) and (x
0
m; 
0
m) are compatible initial conditions. In such a case, we then
write the sequence as f(x0i ; 0)g1i=N .
Definition 4.2.23 (Sequence of compatible orbits). Consider a sequence of com-
patible initial conditions f(x0n; 0)g1n=N . Then the corresponding sequence of orbits
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fOn(x0n; 0)g1n=N is called a sequence of compatible orbits.
If Om(x0m; 
0
m) is an orbit of 
(S a;m), then Om(x
0
m; 
0
m) is a member of a sequence of
compatible orbits fOn(x0n; 0)g1n=N for some N  0. It is clear from the definition of a
sequence of compatible orbits that such a sequence is uniquely determined by the first
orbit ON(x0N ; 
0). Since the initial condition of an orbit determines the orbit, we can say
without any ambiguity that a sequence of compatible orbits is determined by an initial
condition (x0N ; 
0).
Definition 4.2.24 (A sequence of compatible P orbits). Let P be a property (resp.,
P1; :::;P j a list of properties). If every orbit in a sequence of compatible orbits has
the property P (resp., a list of properties P1; :::;P j), then we call such a sequence a
sequence of compatible P (resp., P1; :::;P j) orbits.
Considering the fact that 
(S a;n) is tiled by a square (i.e., an integrable billiard),
Theorems 4.2.14 and 4.2.15 allow us to construct sequences of compatible closed orbits
and sequences of compatible dense orbits. Furthermore, under the right conditions, we
will be able to construct sequences of compatible periodic orbits. That is, we will be
able to construct sequences of compatible orbits in which each orbit is a nonsingular,
closed orbit in its respective billiard table 
(S a;n).
4.3 A refinement of Theorem 4.1 in [25]
We now discuss Theorem 4.1 in [25] and provide various examples indicating the ne-
cessity for correcting the latter half of their statement.
In Part 1a of the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [25], it is determined that nontrivial line
segments with slope  2 A necessarily avoid omitted squares of S a (recall that the
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omitted squares are the open squares removed in the construction of S a). However, in
stating their result, the authors of [25] say that such nontrivial line segments necessarily
intersect corners of peripheral squares, which is more restrictive than what is concluded
in their proof. We provide an example where a nontrivial line segment beginning at
(0; 0) (in accordance with their proof) with a slope  2 A does not intersect any corner
of any peripheral square. Furthermore, in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [25], the authors
assume in Part 1a that a nontrivial line segment with slope  2 A starts from the origin
(0; 0) and in Part 1b that a nontrivial line segment with slope  2 B starts from ( 12 ; 0), but
they do not state this in the assumptions of their theorem. This does not invalidate their
characterization of self-similar Sierpinski carpets, but can be included in the statement
of the Theorem 4.1 in [25] and further expanded upon. As our examples will show, such
assumptions are necessary to state and can actually be made more robust to allow for an
explicit description of other nontrivial line segments (some of which are not maximal,11
but are nontrivial nonetheless).
In Remark 4.3 of [25], the authors indicate that one can translate the initial base
point of a nontrivial line segment however one chooses (so long as the translation of the
base point remains within the base of the unit square and not outside the unit square)
and still maintain that the line segment starting from the new base point and having the
same slope as before remains as a nontrivial line segment of S a. Their statement can be
interpreted as implying that a variety of nontrivial line segments can be constructed in
this manner, but not all. We provide two examples for which translating a nontrivial line
segment does not produce a dierent nontrivial line segment, lending credence to this
particular interpretation.
We summarize the above discussion by listing the examples indicating that the latter
11A maximal nontrivial line segment is a nontrivial line segment that connects two segments of the
boundary of S a corresponding to the boundary unit square S 0.
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Figure 4.13: In this figure, we see a nontrivial line segment beginning from the
origin (0; 0) and having a slope of 23 . Such a segment will avoid
every peripheral square of S 7.
half of the statement in Theorem 4.1 in [25] must be refined or stated separately as an
additional theorem. These examples will be discussed in greater detail in x4.4.
1. A nontrivial line segment of S 7 with slope  = 23 2 A beginning at (0; 0) that
avoids corners of every peripheral square.
2. A nontrivial line segment of S 7 with slope  = 23 2 A beginning at ( 12 ; 0) that
avoids corners of every peripheral square.
3. A nontrivial line segment of S 5 with slope  = 13 2 B beginning from ( 12 ; 0) that,
when translated to the origin (0; 0), constitutes a trivial line segment of S 5.
4. A nontrivial line segment of S 7 with slope  = 34 2 A beginning from (0; 0) that,
when translated to ( 12 ; 0), constitutes a trivial line segment of S 7.
The above examples indicate the necessity for distinguishing between slopes in Aa 2
and slopes in AanAa 2. This is the key point of our Theorem 4.3.4.
In preparation for our result, we give three lemmas.
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Lemma 4.3.1. Let S a be a self-similar Sierpinski carpet. Then,
Aa n Aa 2 =
(
p
q
: 1  p < q; p + q = a; p and q are coprime
)
:
Proof. We first note that if  2 Aa, then  = pq such that
p + q  a and 0  p < q  a   1:
Likewise, if pq 2 Aa 2, then
p + q  a   2 and 0  p < q  a   3:
Hence, pq 2 Aa n Aa 2 satisfies either
a   2 < p + q  a and 1  p < q  a   1; (4.6)
or
p + q  a; 1  p < q  a   1 and q > a   3; (4.7)
in addition to p + q being odd and p, q being coprime. It can be deduced from the
inequalities given on line (4.6) that p + q = a. Similarly, since p and q are nonnegative
integers, it can be deduced from the inequalities on line (4.7) that q = a  2 or q = a  1,
which forces p = 2 or p = 1, respectively. (Otherwise, p + q would be even or exceed
the value a.) The union of these two sets comprises all pq for which p+q = a, 1  p < q,
and p and q being coprime. The inclusion in the other direction is straight forward.
Lemma 4.3.2. Let S a be a self-similar Sierpinski carpet. If  2 Ba, n  1, and r is an
odd positive integer with r  2an, then the line y = (x   r2an ) avoids points of the plane
of the form ( ual ;
v
am ), u; v; l;m 2 Z.
Proof. Let S a be a self-similar Sierpinski carpet billiard,  2 Ba, n  1, and r a
positive odd integer with r  2an. Suppose there exist u; v; l;m 2 Z, l;m  0 such that
y = (x   r2an ) intersects the point ( ual ; vam ). Then,
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v
am
= 
 u
al
  r
2an

(4.8)
2van+l = am(2uan   ral): (4.9)
Since  = pq , p; q 2 Z, p and q both odd and positive, we have that
2qvan+l = pam(2uan   ral): (4.10)
The left-hand side of Equation (4.10) is even and the right-hand side is odd, so we
have an immediate contradiction. Therefore, no line of the form y = (x  r2an ) will ever
intersect any point of the form ( ual ;
v
am ), u; v; l;m 2 Z, m; l  0.
Lemma 4.3.3. Let b; c 2 N, d = gcd(b; c), and k 2 Z. If d divides k, then the equation
bx + cy = k has integer solutions (x; y). If (x0; y0) is one such integer solution, then all
integer solutions can be expressed in the form
(x; y) =
 
x0 + m
c
d
; y0   mbd
!
(4.11)
for some m 2 Z.
Proof. This is an application of the elementary fact (see e.g. Theorem 1.3 of [66])
that there exist x1; y1 2 Z such that gcd(b; c) = bx1 + cy1.
We are now ready to state our refinement of Theorem 4.1 of [25], which corrects the
latter half of their statement.
Theorem 4.3.4 (A refinement of Theorem 4.1 in [25]). Let a = ( 1a ;
1
a ;
1
a ; :::) be a constant
sequence. Then the set of slopes Slope(S a) is the union of the following two sets:
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Aa =
(
p
q
: p + q  a; 0  p < q  a   1; p; q 2 N [ f0g; p + q is odd
)
; (4.12)
Ba =
(
p
q
: p + q  a   1; 0  p  q  a   2; p; q 2 N; p and q are odd
)
: (4.13)
Moreover, if  2 Aa n Aa 2, then each nontrivial line segment in S a with slope 
beginning from (0; 0) touches vertices of peripheral squares, while if  2 Aa 2, then
each nontrivial line segment in S a with slope  beginning from (0; 0) is disjoint from
all peripheral squares. If  2 Ba, then each nontrivial line segment in S a with slope 
beginning at ( r2an ; 0), n  1 and r < 2an being a positive odd integer, is disjoint from all
peripheral squares with side-length < 1an .
In addition, for each  2 Aa [ Ba, there exist maximal line segments in S a with slope
. Finally, if b < a, then any maximal nontrivial line segment in S b is also contained in
S a. In particular, Slope(S b)  Slope(S a).
Proof. We know from the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [25] that the set Slope(S a) can be
partitioned as described in Equations (4.12) and (4.13). Moreover, the proof of Theorem
4.1 in [25] is valid for the case when  2 Ba and the nontrivial line segment with slope 
begins at ( 12 ; 0); the proof also remains valid for when  < Slope(S a). Hence, we focus
on the cases where  2 Aa n Aa 2 and a nontrivial line segment with slope  begins at
(0; 0);  2 Aa 2 and a nontrivial line segment with slope  begins at (0; 0); and  2 Ba
and a nontrivial line segment with slope  begins at ( r2an ; 0), for some n  1, r , a and r
an odd positive integer.
Case 1:  2 Aa n Aa 2. First note that the inferior right corner of a peripheral square
of S a has coordinate  
a + 1
2an+1
;
a   1
2an+1
!
+
 u
an
;
v
an

(4.14)
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for some u,v 2 N [ f0g, with 0  u; v  an   1 and u , v. We wish to show that any
line segment emanating from (0; 0) with slope  = pq 2 Aa n Aa 2 hits the inferior right
corner of some peripheral square: that is, there exist 0  u  an   1 and 0  v  an   1
such that the equation
1
q
 
u +
a + 1
2a
!
=
1
p
 
v +
a   1
2a
!
(4.15)
holds.
By Lemma 4.3.1, p+q = a for any pq 2 Aa nAa 2, so Equation (4.15) can be rewritten
as
2(a   q)u   2qv = 2q   a   1: (4.16)
Geometrically speaking, the next step is to find, in the uv-plane (regarding u and v as
real-valued rather than integer-valued), the intersections between the line defined by
Equation (4.16) and the lattice f(u; v) : u; v 2 Z \ [0; an   1]; u , vg. Observe that the
line defined by Equation (4.16) has v-intercept a+12q   1, which is between   12 + 1a 1 and
0 (because a+12  q  a   1 by Lemma 4.3.1). If a + 1   2q = 0 (or p = q   1), then
immediately (u; v) = (0; 0) is an intersection point. If not, we move along the line in
integer increments of u, and check whether or not the v-coordinate is an integer. The
successive v-coordinates can be written as
v =
 
a + 1
2q
  1
!
+ u
 
a   q
q
!
(4.17)
=
(a + 1) + 2au
2q
  (u + 1); (4.18)
with u 2 Z\ [0; an   1]. Thus it is enough to find a u 2 Z\ [0; an   1] such that q divides
a+1
2 + au

(note that a + 1 is even). An equivalent way to say this is that we are looking
for integer solutions (u; r) of the equation
au + qr =  a + 1
2
: (4.19)
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Using the fact that gcd(a; q) = gcd(p; q) = 1 by Lemma 4.3.1, we apply Lemma 4.3.3 to
deduce that there is a unique pair of integers (u; r) 2 f0; 1;    ; q  1g Z which solves
Equation (4.19). Then, q divides

a+1
2 + au
. Denote by v the quantity a+12q   1 +
u

a q
q

and note that v < u. It follows that the line segment emanating from (0; 0)
with slope a qq 2 Aa n Aa 2 hits the inferior right corner of a peripheral square whose
coordinate is 1an (u
 + a+12a ; v
 + a 12a ).
Case 2:  2 Aa 2. Consider a nontrivial line segment with slope  beginning at
(0; 0). We suppose the nontrivial line segment intersects a peripheral square at a corner,
whose coordinate is given by the expression on line (4.14). Then, if  = pq 2 Aa 2, we
have
1
q
 
u +
a + 1
2a
!
=
1
p
 
v +
a   1
2a
!
; (4.20)
which reduces to
q + 2vq   p   2up = p + q
a
: (4.21)
While the left-hand side of Equation (4.21) is an integer, the right-hand side is not, since
p + q  a   2 < a. This contradiction then implies that the nontrivial line segment
cannot intersect any lower-right corner of any peripheral square (and, by symmetry, any
upper-left corner of any peripheral square).
Case 3:  2 Ba. Consider a nontrivial line segment of S a with slope  2 Ba
emanating from ( 12 ; 0), the existence of which follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1 in
[25]. We claim that a line segment emanating from ( r2an ; 0) with slope  will also be a
nontrivial line segment of S a and never intersect the sides of any peripheral square with
side-length 1ak , k  n.
To such end, consider n  0, and r an odd positive integer with r  2an. We scale
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the nontrivial line segment emanating from ( 12 ; 0) by
1
an . Then the scaled nontrivial line
segment is a nontrivial line segment of the cell. Then, there exists (c  an; 0) such that
translating the line segment of the cell by can results in a nontrivial line segment of a cell
with ( r2an ; 0) as the midpoint of the base of the cell. Moreover, the translated nontrivial
line segment emanates from ( r2an ; 0) with slope .
We now consider a tiling of the plane by the cell having ( r2an ; 0) as the midpoint of
the base. Then, a line y = (x   r2an ) avoids every peripheral square in the tiling. If not,
then the resulting line must also intersect a side of a peripheral square contained in the
cell that does not correspond to a corner of the peripheral square by virtue of Lemma
4.3.2. Since S a is a self similar Sierpinski carpet, any line segment with slope  2 Ba
beginning from ( r2an ; 0) must, by construction, be a trivial line segment in S a.
4.4 Eventually constant sequences of compatible periodic orbits of
S a
In this section, we further elaborate on the examples described in Items (1)–(4) in x4.3
and discuss how exactly each example necessitates the correction of the latter half of the
statement made in Theorem 4.1 in [25] and refining various comments made throughout.
Even though Theorem 4.3.4 makes Items (1)–(4) non-issues, we verify such examples
constitute counterexamples for the latter half of Theorem 4.1 of [25] and justification for
refining comments made in and around their proof. In so doing, we will provide proper
motivation for our main results stated in Theorem 4.4.2 and Proposition 4.4.3. Moreover,
as the title of this section suggests, we make considerable use of the terminology and
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Figure 4.14: The corners of a square billiard table constitute removable singulari-
ties of the billiard flow on the square billiard table 
(S 0); see x4.2.2
for a discussion of removable and nonremovable singularities of a
translation surface. In this figure,  = . Consequently, every corner
of a prefractal approximation of a Sierpinski carpet S a corresponding
to a corner of the original square constitutes a removable singularity
of the billiard flow on 
(S a;n).
results from x4.2 regarding mathematical billiards and fractal billiards. Finally, we will
determine a family of periodic orbits of self-similar Sierpinski carpets.
We first note that the corners of the square billiard table constitute removable sin-
gularities of the billiard flow. That is, reflection can be defined in the corners of the
square in a well-defined manner. Moreover, in every prefractal approximation of a Sier-
pinski carpet, reflection in the corners of the original square boundary can be made
well-defined, as well. Specifically, a billiard ball entering into a corner of the original
square of any prefractal approximation of a Sierpinski carpet will exit the corner in a
direction that makes an angle  that constitutes the reflection of the incoming angle  as
reflected through the angle bisector of the vertex; see Figure 4.14.
In Item (1) of x4.3, we stated that a nontrivial line segment of S 7 with an initial
starting point of (0; 0) and a slope  = 23 avoids corners of every peripheral square of
S 7. Consider an orbit O0((0; 0); 23 ) of the square billiard table 
(S 0). We claim that this
orbit avoids corners of every peripheral square of 
(S 7).
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Figure 4.15: In this figure, we see an orbit that avoids peripheral squares of

(S 7;2), the second level approximation of the self-similar Sierpin-
ski carpet billiard table 
(S 7). As noted in the text, the fact that the
orbit intersects corners does not pose a problem for determining the
trajectory in a well-defined way.
To such end, consider the orbit shown in Figure 4.15, which has an initial condition
((0; 0); 23 ). It is clear that this orbit avoids peripheral squares of 
(S 7;2). Then, scaling

(S 7;2) and the orbit together, relative to the origin, we see that 17O((0; 0); ) avoids
peripheral squares of the cell C1;a (i.e., the cell with side length 17 and lower left corner
corresponding to the origin); see Figure 4.16. Not only does the orbit of the cell avoid
the peripheral square with side-length 149 , it also avoids the peripheral squares with side
length 173 , since the orbit O((0; 0); ) avoided every peripheral square of length
1
49 in

(S 7;2).
Now, the reflected-unfolding of the orbit of the cell C1;a must follow the same path
as O((0; 0); ) on account of both orbits having the same initial condition and reflection
being an isometry; see Figure 4.17. This then implies that O((0; 0); ) is an orbit of

(S 7;3) that avoids all peripheral squares of side-length 173 .
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Figure 4.16: We see here the billiard table 
(S 7;2) and the orbit scaled by 17 . Such
a scaled orbit is then an orbit of the cell C1;7. We then proceed to
reflect-unfold this orbit to recover the orbit before scaling; see Figure
4.17.
Suppose there exists N 2 N, N  3 such that for every n  N, the orbit O((0; 0); )
avoids corners of peripheral squares with side-length 17n . Then, scaling O((0; 0); ) to-
gether with 
(S 7;N) by 17 , we see that the orbit of the cell C1;7N avoids the peripheral
square of side-length 17N since O((0; 0); ) avoids peripheral squares of side length
1
7n ,
for all n  N. In addition, 17O((0; 0); ) avoids peripheral squares of side-length 17N+1
contained in the cell, since O((0; 0); ) avoided peripheral squares of side-length 17N (re-
call that peripheral squares of side-length 17N are scaled by
1
7 when constructing S 7;N+1
from S 7;N via an iterated function system comprised of contraction mappings).
We may then reflect-unfold the orbit 17O((0; 0); ) of the cell in 
(S 7;N+1). The
reflected-unfolded orbit 17O((0; 0); ) must then retrace the exact path of O((0; 0); ) in

(S 7;N), but now in 
(S 7;N+1). Since reflection is an isometry, the reflected-unfolding
of the orbit of the cell must then avoid peripheral squares of 
(S 7;N+1).
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Figure 4.17: In this figure, we see the scaled orbit unfolded. Rather, we see
1
7O
s((0; 0); 2=3) unfolded, for suciently large s. Indeed, we see
that we can recapture the original orbit O((0; 0); 2=3) by reflecting-
unfolding the scaled orbit. Moreover, reflecting-unfolding is an
isometry, so no peripheral squares are intersected.
Therefore, we have concluded that O((0; 0); ) must avoid all peripheral squares of

(S 7;n), for every n  1.
In verifying that the example in Item (1) of x4.3 constitutes a counter example to
one aspect of the latter half of Theorem 4.1 of [25], we see how we can quickly build
upon it to verify that Item (2) of x4.3 is also a counter example to another aspect of the
latter half of the main result in [25]. If  = 23 2 A5  A7, then a nontrivial line segment
of S 7 beginning at ( 12 ; 0) with slope  necessarily avoids all peripheral squares of S 7. A
similar reasoning as above can be used to demonstrate the validity of this statement. In
fact, the path traversed by the orbit On((0; 0); 23 ) is identical to the path traversed by the
orbit On((12 ; 0);
2
3 ), for every n  0.
The third example referred to in Item (3) of x4.3 consists of a nontrivial line segment
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Figure 4.18: An example of a nontrivial line segment of S 5 with slope  = 13 2 B5
starting from

1
2 ; 0

, which becomes trivial when translated to the
base point (0; 0).
of S 5 beginning at ( 12 ; 0) with a slope  =
1
3 2 B5. As illustrated in Figure 4.18, when
a nontrivial line segment beginning at ( 12 ; 0) with slope  =
1
3 is translated to (0; 0) and
extended so as to intersect the right side of the portion of the boundary corresponding to
the unit square S 0 = Q, we see that the new segment intersects omitted squares. Since
S 7 is self-similar, such a segment will intersect infinitely many omitted squares. Hence,
the new segment must be a trivial line segment of S 5.
Our fourth example referred to in Item (4) of x4.3 consists of a nontrivial line seg-
ment of S 7 beginning at (0; 0) with a slope  = 34 . Consider the translation of the
nontrivial line segment with slope  = 34 from (0; 0) to (
1
2 ; 0). As illustrated in Figure
4.19, such a segment intersects omitted squares of S 7. Since S 7 is self-similar, it must
be the case that the translated segment intersects infinitely many omitted squares of S 7.
Hence, a segment starting from ( 12 ; 0) with a slope  =
3
4 must be a trivial line segment.
Definition 4.4.1 (Constant sequence of compatible orbits). Given a nonnegative integer
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Figure 4.19: An example of a nontrivial line segment of S 7 with slope  = 34 2
A7 starting from (0; 0), which becomes trivial when translated to the
base point

1
2 ; 0

.
N, we say that a sequence of compatible orbits fOn(x0n; 0)g1n=N is a constant sequence of
compatible orbits if the path traversed by O(x0n; 
0
n) is identical to the path traversed by
O(x0n; 
0
n), for every n  N. Furthermore, we say that a sequence of compatible orbits
fOn(x0n; 0)g1n=0 is eventually constant if there exists a nonnegative integer N such that
fOn(x0n; 0)g1n=N is constant, in the above sense.
Theorem 4.4.2. Let  2 Slope(S a).
1. If  2 Aa 2, then the sequence of compatible orbits fOn((0; 0); )g1n=0 is a sequence
of compatible periodic orbits.
2. If  2 Ba and r < 2an is an odd positive integer, then the sequence of compatible
orbits fOn(( r2an ; 0); )g1n=0 is a sequence of compatible periodic orbits.
Furthermore, in each case, the sequence of compatible periodic orbits is eventually
constant, and its trivial limit constitutes a periodic orbit of a self-similar Sierpinski
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carpet billiard table 
(S a).
Proof. Part 1: Suppose  2 Aa 2 and an orbit of 
(S 0) has an initial condition
((0; 0); ). Consider an orbit of O1((0; 0); ) of 
(S a;1). We claim that such an orbit
avoids the peripheral square of 
(S a;1). If not, then unfolding the orbit in the tiling of
the plane by 
(S a;1) must intersect a peripheral square in the tiling. Then, appropriately
scaling the unfolded orbit and the tiling by a factor of 1an results in a nontrivial line
segment intersecting a peripheral square. In Theorem 4.3.4, we showed that a nontrivial
line segment with a slope  2 Aa 2 cannot intersect any point of a peripheral square
of any approximation S a;m, m  1. Now suppose there exists N > 0 such that an
orbit On((0; 0); ) avoids corners of peripheral squares of 
(S a;n), for all n  N. Then,
scaling 
(S a;N) and the orbit by 1a results in an orbit of a cell with side length
1
a . By
construction, the orbit of the cell avoids all peripheral squares contained in the cell,
meaning the orbit avoids peripheral squares with side-length 1ak , for all k  N + 1. Then,
reflecting-unfolding the orbit of the cell, as well as the peripheral squares of the cell,
we see that the reflected-unfolded orbit O sN+1((0; 0); ) of
(S a;N+1) avoids all peripheral
squares. Hence, for all n  1, the orbitOn((0; 0); ) avoids peripheral squares of
(S a;n).
Part 2: Let  2 Ba and (x00; y00) = ( 12 ; 0). Then, the orbit O1(( 12 ; 0); ) avoids the pe-
ripheral square of 
(S a;1). This follows from the fact that the unfolded orbit must avoid
peripheral squares of the tiling of the plane by 
(S a;1). Moreover, for every m  1,
On((12 ; 0); ) must avoid peripheral squares of 
(S a;m) and Om((
1
2 ; 0); ) is identical to
O0(( 12 ; 0); ). Therefore, the compatible sequence of periodic orbits fOn(( 12 ; 0); )g1n=0 is
an eventually constant sequence of compatible periodic orbits.
Let n  0, r a positive, odd integer and r  2an. Consider again the orbit
O0(( 12 ; 0); ). We know that O0((
1
2 ; 0); ) avoids peripheral squares of 
(S a;n) for ev-
ery n  1. Therefore, scaling O0((12 ; 0); ) relative to ( 12 ; 0) by 1an and making a sucient
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.20: In 
(S 7;2), O2(( 17 ; 0);
2
3 ) is a singular orbit (the line segment connect-
ing with the singularity is shown as a segment with a greater weight
than the other segments in the orbit), while O2(( 17 ; 0);
1
2 ) is a periodic
orbit.
translation so that x00 =
r
2an results in an orbit of a cell with side length
1
an that avoids
all peripheral squares contained in the cell. By Theorem 4.3.4, we know that the un-
folding of the orbit of the cell must not intersect any peripheral squares of a tiling of
the plane by the cell (as well as the scaled copy of 
(S a) contained in the cell). Hence,
the reflected-unfolding of the orbit of the cell must then also avoid peripheral squares
with side-length 1ak , for all k  n. Moreover, by Lemma 4.3.2, the reflected-unfolding of
the orbit of the cell cannot intersect any corners of any peripheral squares of 
(S a) with
side-length 1a j , j < n. Therefore, fOn(( r2an ; 0); )g1n=0 is an eventually constant sequence
of compatible periodic orbits.
For an orbit with an initial direction  2 Aa 2 starting from a corner of some cell
Cm;am , but not from (0; 0), we have the following result.
Proposition 4.4.3. Consider a self-similar Sierpinski carpet billiard table 
(S a). Let
 2 Aa 2, m 2 N, and k 2 f1; 2;    ; am   1g. Then there exists an N 2 N [ f0g such that
fOn(( kam ; 0); )g1n=N is a constant sequence of compatible closed orbits.
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Proof. By Theorem 4.3.4, the orbit unfolded onto the tiling of the plane by
a m
(S a;1) (that is,
(S a;1) scaled by a m) must avoid all peripheral squares of the tiling.
Upon scaling and reflected-unfolding as in the proof of Theorem 4.4.2, Part 1, we de-
duce that for every n 2 N, On(( kam ; 0); ) avoids all peripheral squares of 
(S a;n) whose
side-length is less than a m. The claim then follows.
Remark 4.4.4. Note that Proposition 4.4.3 does not say whether On(( kam ; 0); 
0
n) is a
periodic or singular orbit of 
(S a;n). The focus of Proposition 4.4.3 is on determining
a sequence of compatible closed orbits, which can include both periodic and singular
orbits of prefractal billiards. If it hits a corner of some larger peripheral square (which
has conic angle 6), then we must terminate the billiard trajectory at the corner and
declare the orbit On(( kam ; 0); 
0
n) to be singular. On the other hand, if the orbit avoids
corners of peripheral squares, then it will constitute a periodic orbit. See Figure 4.20 for
examples of both types of orbits.
4.4.1 The translation surface S(S a;n)
Recall from x4.2.2 that a rational billiard 
(D) can be used to construct a trans-
lation surface by appropriately identifying 2N many copies of 
(D), where N =
lcmfq1; q2; :::; qkg. Suppose 
(S a) is a self-similar Sierpinski carpet billiard table and

(S a;n) is an approximation of 
(S a). Then, each interior angle has a denominator
2. Therefore, N = lcmf2; :::; 2g = 2, meaning that, when four copies of 
(S a;n) are
appropriately identified, we recover the corresponding translation surface S(S a;n); see
Figure 4.21 for the case of a translation surface constructed from 
(S 7;2), as well as an
illustration of how a billiard ball would traverse the corresponding translation surface.
As previously shown in Figure 4.14, reflection in a corner with an angle measuring
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Figure 4.21: We see here four copies of the prefractal approximation
(S 7;2) prop-
erly identified in such a way that the resulting translation surface is
no longer a torus, but a higher genus surface. The geodesic shown
here further indicates exactly how sides of 
(S 7;2) are identified in
the construction of S(S 7;2). Furthermore, the way in which sides of

(S 7;2) are identified makes the geodesic equivalent to a billiard or-
bit under the action of the group of symmetries acting on the billiard
table to produce the translation surface. In the terminology intro-
duced in x4.2.2, one could consider the geodesic in this figure to be
the billiard orbit unfolded in the translation surface.

2 in the square can be made well-defined. The justification for this is provided by the
fact that in the associated translation surface, a vertex of the unit square is identified with
three other vertices in such a way that the conic angle about the conic singularity is 2. In
Figure 4.22, we see the eect that a removable singularity (i.e., a singularity with conic
angle 2) has on the straight-line flow. Specifically, each point of S(S a;n) corresponding
to a corner of the zeroth level approximation 
(S 0) (or, the unit square billiard table), is
a removable singularity of the translation surface; each point of S(S a;n) corresponding to
a corner of a peripheral square of
(S a;n) is a nonremovable singularity of the translation
surface, with the conic angle about each nonremovable singularity measuring 6.
Using the formula given in Equation (4.5), the genus gn of a translation surface
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Figure 4.22: In this figure, we see a geodesic that of the translation surface S(S 7;2)
that intersects removable conic singularities of the surface. As such,
the straight-line flow can continue unimpeded. Since the geodesic
is equivalent to a billiard orbit in 
(S u;2), reflection in the corners
with angles measuring 2 can be determined from how an equivalent
geodesic passes through the corresponding removable singularity.
S(S a;n) is calculated as follows.
gn = 1 + 2
nX
m=1
am 1: (4.22)
Then, for a sequence of rational (prefractal) billiard tables f
(S a;n)g1n=0 approximating

(S a), we have that limn!1 gn = 1. Hence, if there is a translation surface associated
with the (yet to be properly defined) self-similar billiard table
(S a), then such a transla-
tion surface presumably has infinite genus. On the other hand, if such a surface is given
as a suitable limit of translation surfaces S(S a;n), then such a surface will presumably
have no surface area. In other words, it is reasonable to expect that a suitable translation
surface cannot be constructed as a suitable limit of a sequence of translation surfaces
S(S a;n).
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4.5 Concluding remarks and open questions
In this chapter we have made progress in identifying a family of periodic orbits in the
self-similar carpet billiard 
(S a). As of now, an orbit of a self-similar Sierpinski car-
pet billiard is the trivial limit of an eventually constant sequence of compatible periodic
orbits. As an interim goal, we would like to identify sequences of compatible periodic
orbits that are not eventually constant, but converge (in a suitable sense) to a set that
constitutes a periodic orbit of a self-similar Sierpinski carpet billiard table 
(S a). Ulti-
mately, we would like to construct a well-defined (topological) dynamical system on a
self-similar Sierpinski carpet billiard table and determine whether or not there exists a
topological dichotomy for the billiard flow.
Question 4.5.1. If one can construct a well-defined notion of reflection for 
(S a), is
it possible to show that, for a fixed direction 0, the billiard flow in the direction 0 is
either closed or dense in 
(S a)?
In constructing the translation surface corresponding to 
(S a;n), we have come up
with a concrete example of a sequence of translation surfaces whose genera increase to
infinity as n ! 1. However, because S a has zero Lebesgue area, it is unclear exactly
how to describe the limit of the sequence of translation surfaces as a translation surface,
let alone a surface with any specific structure.
Question 4.5.2. Can one apply a suitable notion of limit to a sequence of translation
surfaces fS(S a;i)g1i=0 so as to recover a ‘surface’ with some structure that is analogous
to that of a translation surface?
If Question 4.5.2 can be answered in the armative, a natural question to ask is
whether one can determine a flow on S(S a), and whether such a flow can be shown to
be equivalent to the (yet to be determined) billiard flow on 
(S a).
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A related (and interesting) problem involves investigating the behavior of a sequence
of compatible orbits of billiard tables which share a similar construction with the self-
similar Sierpinski carpet billiard table 
(S a), but occupy nonzero area. A clear candi-
date is the non-self-similar Sierpinski carpet S a with a = (a 11 ; a
 1
2 ;    ) being a sequence
in l2 (i.e.,
P1
j=1 a
 2
j < 1). Since lim sup a = 0 in this setting, [25, Theorem 5.3(a)] im-
plies that S a contains nontrivial line segments of every rational slope, and contains no
nontrivial line segments of any irrational slope. One may then begin to discuss and an-
alyze the behavior of a sequence of compatible orbits with each orbit having an initial
direction given by 0 2 Slope(S a) = Q.
A related Sierpinski carpet billiard we may consider investigating is a so-called fat
Sierpinski carpet billiard table, constructed as follows. Begin by fixing a positive odd
integer a  3, and partition the unit square into a2 many squares of side-length a 1.
Rather than removing the open middle square of side-length a 1 as in the first-stage of
the construction of a self-similar Sierpinski carpet, one removes an open square of side-
length (1   )a 1, 0 <  < 1. In the second stage of the construction, a square of side-
length (1  )a 2 centered within each of the remaining a2   1 squares of side-length a 1
is removed. This process is then repeated ad infinitum. In eect, each removed square
of side-length (1 )a n is surrounded by a solid square annulus of width (=2)a n. Such
a carpet admits nontrivial line segments of irrational slopes, and there will be additional
base points from which a nontrivial line segment can emanate. We can then ask the
following question.
Question 4.5.3. How does the existence and behavior of a sequence of compatible dense
orbits depend on ? Moreover, can one recover a dense orbit of the self-similar Sierpin-
ski carpet billiard 
(S a) in the limit as ! 0?
The development of our understanding of the Sierpinski carpet billiard table may be
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possibly aided by studying the results for other types of billiard tables. In particular, the
so-called wind-tree billiard tables (and generalizations of them) investigated in [22, 24,
39] are very reminiscent of a Sierpinski carpet billiard table.
Alternatively, we may be able to approach the problem of determining billiard
dynamics on 
(S a) by taking an algebraic perspective. For each translation surface
S(S a;n), there is an associatedVeech group. A Veech group of a translation surface S(D)
determined from a rational billiard table
(D) is the stabilizer of S(D). The work of [70]
may prove useful in determining a well-defined translation structure on a suitable limit
of a sequence of translation surfaces S(S a;n). In particular, analyzing the inverse limit of
an inverse limit sequence of Veech groups f (S a;n)g1n=0 (assuming such an inverse limit
sequence can be properly constructed) may yield a group that is the stabilizer of some
surface. With such a surface and an associated stabilizer defined, we may begin to inves-
tigate whether or not the proposed surface contains saddle connections. The directions
of such saddle connections may then indicate directions for which closed geodesics are
occurring.
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